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Let Us Remember Together...

The souls of our loved ones live on through each of us as their values and deeds are perpetuated through the next generation. Four times a year, on Yom Kippur, Shemini Atzeret, Passover and Shavuot, we devote a portion of our holiday service to remembering our beloved deceased.

The Yizkor service consists of prayers, psalms, and meditations that help us recall, with great love and affection, our dear ones who no longer walk this earth. The gift of memory is a very special Jewish approach to keeping those whom we have loved close to us at all times and in all seasons.

Yizkor reminds us that there are some intangible things that cannot be taken away from us. And while life and death are so much beyond our understanding, we may take comfort in the fact that God also remembers our loved ones.

As we pray the Yizkor service together, we hope you will find the liturgy consoling, calming, hopeful, and spiritually uplifting - as we affirm that our parents, spouses, siblings, children, grandparents and other loving family members and friends will live on in our hearts, minds and souls.

The Talmud teaches that when we remember loved ones by quoting their name or by sharing a story or anecdote that they taught us, their lips move gently in the grave. Each time we do this, our tradition affirms their sense of peace at being remembered. Let us continue to share our beautiful and diverse recollections as we join in prayer with our congregational family. May the souls of our loved ones be bound up in the bond of life eternal, and their memories be for a blessing - this day and always.

Rabbi Eric Yanoff
Rabbi Andrew Markowitz
Cantor Bernard Lowe, Emeritus
Rabbi Frederic Kazan, Emeritus
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Yizkor
Memorial Services

Yom Kippur - Wednesday, October 9, 2019
Shemini Atzeret - Monday, October 21, 2019
Pesach - Thursday, April 16, 2020
Shavuot - Saturday, May 30, 2020
We Remember Them

At the rising of the sun and at its going down
we remember them.

   At the blowing of the wind and in the chill of winter
   we remember them.

At the opening of the buds and in the rebirth of spring
we remember them.

   At the blueness of the skies and in the warmth of summer
   we remember them.

At the rustling of the leaves and in the beauty of autumn
we remember them.

   At the beginning of the year and when it ends
   we remember them.

As long as we live, they too will live; for they are now a part of us,
as we remember them.

   When we are weary and in need of strength
   we remember them.

When we are lost and sick at heart
we remember them.

   When we have joy we crave to share
   we remember them.

When we have decisions that are difficult to make
we remember them.

   When we have achievements that are based on theirs
   we remember them.

As long as we live, they too will live; for they are now a part of us,
as we remember them.

Rabbi Sylvan Kamens
Rabbi Jack Riemer
Lord, what are we humans, that You have regard for us,  
Mere mortals, that You take account of us?

We are like a breath,  
Our days are like a fleeting shadow.

Teach us to number our days,  
That we may attain a heart of wisdom.

The Lord redeems the lives of God’s servants;  
And those who trust in God shall not feel forsaken.

Psalms 144:3-4, 90:12, 34:23

God is before me always, at my right hand - so that I will not falter.  
Therefore I am glad, I am reassured; my body rests secure.

Psalms 16:8-9

**Backward and Forward**

Yizkor:  
Looking backward, we recall our ancestry.  

Looking forward, we confront our destiny.  

Looking backward, we reflect on our origins.  

Looking forward, we choose our path.

Remembering that we are a tree of life, not letting go,  
holding on, and holding to,  
we walk into an unknown, beckoning future,  
with our past beside us.

Rabbi Harold Schulweis (adapted in *Mahzor Lev Shalem*)
**Filling the Empty Chair**

Rav Nachman of Bratzlav once asked his student, “Is the chair you are sitting on empty?”

“Ridiculous!” replied the student. “How can it be? I’m sitting on it!”

But it IS possible for a person sitting on that chair to feel empty.

Then, the chair is empty – even when occupied….

… And so we recall when someone else filled the place next to us in synagogue – or at the head of the table for a holiday meal, or the chair closest to the kitchen.

Now, even though we, or someone else, may fill that seat, no one can fill that PLACE –

The seat of a loved one, in whose place now resides memories of love, of time spent together: How we miss them at these moments – at holidays, at family moments! No one can fill that feeling of emptiness!

At the simcha, when we smile and think, “She would have so enjoyed this experience.”

Or, “He would have been so proud.”

At the flash of doubt, when we cry:

“What would he have done in this situation?”

Or, “She would have comforted me, and things would have felt better.”

**How do we fill their empty chairs?**

We teach their life lessons.

We live out their legacy to us.

We fill ourselves with their inspiring stories.

We fill ourselves with their enduring love.

We feel their presence, within us.

We feel God’s Presence, among us.

And then, when others come to us, seeking advice,

As we are seated in that chair

That our loved one once occupied,

We pass on that same love,

We share those same teachings from those who came before us –

And we fill the void.

And our place,

in this world, without them,

Does not seem so lonely

Or empty

Anymore.

Rabbi Eric Scott Yanoff
When I stray from You, Adonai, my life is as death; but when I cleave to You, even in death I have life.

You embrace the souls of the living and the dead.  
The earth inherits that which perishes.

The dust returns to dust; but the soul, which is God’s, is eternal.

Adonai is compassionate to all creation, granting us a share in unending life.
God redeems our life from the grave, joining us forever in the unending chain of life.

May we preserve the memory of those we love and are now gone, through charity in deed and thought.

May we live unselfishly, in truth and love and peace, so that we will be remembered as a blessing, as we lovingly remember, this day, those who live on in our hearts.

Rabbi Jules Harlow

“The soul of a human being is a light unto God” ~
IN MEMORY OF A FATHER:

May God remember the soul of my father _____________, who has gone to his eternal home. In loving testimony to his life, I pledge to perpetuate ideals important to him. Through such deeds, and through prayer and memory, is his soul bound up in the bond of life. May I prove myself worthy of the gift of life and the many other gifts with which he blessed me. May these moments of meditation link me more strongly with his memory and with our entire family. May he rest forever in dignity and peace, with fullness of joy in the comfort of Your eternal Presence. Amen.

IN MEMORY OF A MOTHER:

May God remember the soul of my mother _____________, who has gone to her eternal home. In loving testimony to her life, I pledge to perpetuate ideals important to her. Through such deeds, and through prayer and memory, is her soul bound up in the bond of life. May I prove myself worthy of the gift of life and the many other gifts with which she blessed me. May these moments of meditation link me more strongly with her memory and with our entire family. May she rest forever in dignity and peace, with fullness of joy in the comfort of Your eternal Presence. Amen.
IN MEMORY OF A HUSBAND:

May God remember the soul of my husband ____________ , who has gone to his eternal home. In loving testimony to his life, I pledge to perpetuate ideals important to him. Through such deeds, and through prayer and memory, is his soul bound up in the bond of life. Love is as strong as death; deep bonds of love are indissoluble. The memory of our companionship and love leads me out of loneliness into all that we shared which still endures. May he rest forever in dignity and peace, with fullness of joy in the comfort of Your eternal Presence. Amen.

IN MEMORY OF A WIFE:

May God remember the soul of my wife ____________ , who has gone to her eternal home. In loving testimony to her life, I pledge to perpetuate ideals important to her. Through such deeds, and through prayer and memory, is her soul bound up in the bond of life. “Many women have done superbly, but you surpass them all.” Love is as strong as death; deep bonds of love are indissoluble. The memory of our companionship and love leads me out of loneliness into all that we shared which still endures. May she rest forever in dignity and peace, with fullness of joy in the comfort of Your eternal Presence. Amen.
In memory of a brother:

May God remember the soul of my brother ____________, who has gone to his eternal home. In loving testimony to his life, I pledge to perpetuate ideals important to him. Through such deeds, and through prayer and memory, is his soul bound up in the bond of life. I am thankful for the support, love, and friendship that we shared and for the memories of family togetherness that now give me strength and solace. May he rest forever in dignity and peace, with fullness of joy in the comfort of Your eternal Presence. Amen.

In memory of a sister:

May God remember the soul of my sister ____________, who has gone to her eternal home. In loving testimony to her life, I pledge to perpetuate ideals important to her. Through such deeds, and through prayer and memory, is her soul bound up in the bond of life. I am thankful for the support, love, and friendship that we shared and for the memories of family togetherness that now give me strength and solace. May she rest forever in dignity and peace, with fullness of joy in the comfort of Your eternal Presence. Amen.
IN MEMORY OF A SON:
May God remember the soul of my beloved son _____________, who has gone to his eternal home. In loving testimony to his life, I pledge to perpetuate ideals important to him. Through such deeds, and through prayer and memory, is his soul bound up in the bond of life. I am grateful for the sweet joys he afforded me in his lifetime. May he rest forever in dignity and peace, with fullness of joy in the comfort of Your eternal Presence. Amen.

IN MEMORY OF A DAUGHTER:
May God remember the soul of my daughter _____________, who has gone to her eternal home. In loving testimony to her life, I pledge to perpetuate ideals important to her. Through such deeds, and through prayer and memory, is her soul bound up in the bond of life. I am grateful for the sweet joys she afforded me in her lifetime. May she rest forever in dignity and peace, with fullness of joy in the comfort of Your eternal Presence. Amen.

IN MEMORY OF OTHER RELATIVES AND FRIENDS:
May God remember the soul of _____________ and of all relatives and friends who have gone to their eternal home. In loving testimony to their lives, I pledge to perpetuate ideals important to them. Through such deeds, and through prayer and memory, are their souls bound up in the bond of life. May these moments of meditation strengthen the ties that link me to their memory. May they rest forever in dignity and peace, with fullness of joy in the comfort of Your eternal Presence. Amen.
Coming Out of Despair:  
A Song of Hope and Inspiration

“Ozi v’zimrat Yah - vayehi li li-y’shua”  
God is my Strength and my Song; God brings me redemption.

Yom Kippur Martyrology: “These I Recall”

In every generation, we recall those whose sacrifice has enabled Judaism to endure into the next generation. On Yom Kippur, we ask God to remember that others have died so that we can live as Jews. Today, we recall the stories of martyrs throughout history – so that we may be inspired to cherish our own Jewish lives.

These I recall, and my soul melts with sorrow;  
for the bitter course of our history, tears pour from my eyes.

Ancient Words of Faith:

Following the destruction of the Second Temple in the year 70, the Roman control of Judaea is unbearable. Facing a prohibition against learning Torah, Rabbi Akiva asks: What is the point of living, if we are deprived of our reason to live? He holds the Torah so dear that he cannot live without it.

Rabbi Akiva is caught teaching, and the Romans torture him by scraping the flesh from his body, while his students are forced to watch. As the day nears its end and it is time to recite the Shema, Rabbi Akiva, amidst his agony, says, “All my life, I said the Shema, commanding me to love God with all my heart, with all my soul and life, and with all my might. I never knew how to love God with my very life – until now.” And as the day came to an end, with his last breath, Rabbi Akiva pronounced the last words of a martyr:

Shema, Yisrael - Adonai Eloheinu, Adonai echad.  
Hear O Israel, Adonai is our God; Adonai alone.
Seeking Redemption Amidst the Darkness:

By the end of the Twelfth Century, the Crusades have left the Jews in a state of panic. So many Jews fear for continued loss of life that they invent a new service of memory, which would come to be known as Yizkor. In the midst of this, Maimonides (or Rambam) has taken leadership positions as a rabbi and physician throughout Europe and North Africa.

The Jews need something to bring meaning to their countless dead, and so Maimonides composes words that offer hope and consolation: *Ani Maamin* – I believe, with perfect faith, in the coming of a Messianic Age, a better time, a more perfect world – and though this redemption may be delayed in coming, though great pain and anguish may be our lot at this time – still, *Ani Maamin* – we must still believe.

Ani ma’amin be-emunah sheleimah b’vi’at ha-Mashiach.
I believe with perfect faith in the coming of a Messianic Age - And though it may be delayed, I will wait for it, whenever it may come.

The Need to Remember - More Powerful Than Ever:

During the Holocaust, Channah Senesh, living in what was then Palestine, parachuted back into Yugoslavia to join the partisans in an attempt to save the Jews of Hungary. A military hero and a poet, Senesh was captured and tortured. Her words of hope live on – a reminder that we should be inspired to live and appreciate God’s world, despite the sadness of these martyrs’ tragic losses. At this time, we also remember another Israeli paratrooper, native Philadelphian Michael Levin, who lost his life defending Israel in 2006. Channah Senesh wrote words that embody her sacrifice, Michael’s sacrifice, and the sacrifice of all those who defend Israel and the Jewish People; she wrote, “Eli, Eli – My God, my God – some things must never end....” Her last words also describe the fragility of life, but the eternity of honor and dignity of humanity: “Blessed is the match which is consumed as it makes flame.”

Eli, Eli, she-lo yigamer l’olam:
Ha-chol v’ha-yam, rishrush shel ha-mayim, b’rak ha-shamayim, tefillat ha-adam.
My God, my God, I pray that these things never end: The sand and the sea, the rush of the waters, The flash of the Heavens, the prayer of humankind.
IN MEMORY OF THE SIX MILLION:

May God remember the souls of all our brethren, men, women, and children of the House of Israel who were slaughtered and suffocated and burned to ashes in the Shoah. In their memory, I pledge to uphold their cherished ideals. May their bravery, dedication, and purity be reflected in our lives. May their souls be bound up in the bond of life. May they rest forever in dignity and peace, with fullness of joy in the comfort of Your eternal Presence. Amen.

IN MEMORY OF ISRAEL’S HEROES THROUGHOUT HISTORY:

May God remember the souls of our brothers and sisters throughout history, who have given their lives in the sanctification of God’s name, the Jewish People, and the Land of Israel. We remember those lost in the Shoah. We remember those lost by acts of terror and violence in Israel. And we remember those lost in every generation who sacrificed everything - for *kiyum ha-Am*, the endurance and thriving of Judaism for all time. In their memory, we commit ourselves to upholding and maintaining their cherished ideals. May their bravery, dedication, and purity be reflected in our lives. May their souls be bound up in the bond of life. May they rest forever in dignity and peace, with fullness of joy in the comfort of God’s eternal Presence. And let us say: Amen.
Memorial Prayer ~

Exalted, compassionate God, grant infinite rest in Your sheltering Presence, among the holy and the pure, to the souls of our beloved who have gone to their eternal home. Merciful One, we ask that our loved ones find perfect peace in Your tender embrace. May their memory endure, inspiring truth and loyalty in our lives. May their souls be bound up in the bond of life. May they forever rest in peace. And let us say: Amen.
The Lord is my Shepherd...

The Lord is my Shepherd; I shall not want.

God makes me lie down in green pastures, and leads me beside the still waters.

God revives my spirit, and guides me in paths of righteousness, for the sake of God’s Name.

Though I walk through the valley of the shadow of death, I fear no evil, for You are with me.

Your rod and Your staff - they comfort me.

You prepare a table before me in the presence of my foes.

You anoint my head with oil; my cup overflows.

Surely goodness and kindness shall follow me all the days of my life.

And I shall dwell in the house of the Lord forever.

Psalm 23

May all of us who mourn, and all of us who cherish loving memories on this day, open our hearts to God, our Source of strength, our Ruler and Redeemer, our eternal Source of comfort, our ever-present Hope, as we recite the sacred words of the Mourners’ Kaddish.
Mourners:

Yitgaddal v’yitkaddash sh’mei rabba, b’alma di v’ra, ki-r’uteih, v’yamlikh malkhuteih b’hayyeikhon u-v’yomeikhon u-v’hayyei d’hay yamlikh malkhuteih b’hayyei d’khol beit Yisrael, ba-agala u-viz’man kariv, v’imru AMEN.

Entire congregation, including mourners:

Y’hei sh’mei rabba m’varakh l’alam u-l’almei almayya.

Mourners:

Yitbarakh v’yishtabbah v’yitpa-ar v’yitromam v’yitnassei v’yit-haddar v’yit-alleh v’yit-hallal sh’mei d’kudsha, b’rikh hu, l’eilla (u-l’eilla mi-kol) min kol birkhata v’shirata tushb’hata v’nehemata da-amiran b’alma, v’imru AMEN.

Y’hei sh’lama rabba min sh’mayya v’hayyim aleinu v’al kol Yisrael, v’imru AMEN.

Oseh shalom bi-m’romav hu ya’aseh shalom aleinu v’al kol Yisrael, v’imru AMEN.
May God’s great name be exalted and hallowed throughout the created world, as is God’s wish. May God’s sovereignty soon be established, in your lifetime and in your days, and in the days of all the House of Israel. And we respond: AMEN.

**May God’s great name be acknowledged forever and ever!**

May the name of the Holy One be acknowledged and celebrated, lauded and worshipped, exalted and honored, extolled and acclaimed - though God, Who is blessed (b’rikh hu), is truly far beyond all acknowledgment and praise, or any expressions of gratitude or consolation ever spoken in the world. And we respond: AMEN.

May abundant peace from heaven, and life, come to us and to all Israel. And we respond: AMEN.

May the One Who brings harmony on high, bring harmony to us and to all Israel. And we respond: AMEN.
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The History and Meaning of Yizkor: Judaism and the Gift of Memory

We come together as a sacred community of comfort to recite the words of the Yizkor service. This practice dates to the time of the Crusades, when the anguish over the loss of loved ones caused Jews to embrace these prayers of remembrance and commemoration.

During this holy moment of Yizkor, as we are surrounded by the comfort of our community, we are blessed with the gift of memory.

Furthermore, throughout the Jewish year, our tradition provides us with many ways to sanctify memory:

- It is a sacred custom to light a memorial candle and recite the Mourners’ Kaddish for a loved one on the day of the *yahrzeit*, the Hebrew anniversary of a death, beginning the night before. At Adath Israel, we read the name of every *yahrzeit* on the date of this commemoration, at daily services, on Shabbat, and on holidays.

- In keeping with the tradition of giving *tzedakah* to honor our loved ones’ memory, memorial plaques and stained glass windows may be purchased as a lasting tribute; also, family and friends may send synagogue fund tributes printed in the bulletin, or establish permanent funds, to honor those whom we have lost.

As always, your clergy are available to help in any way and at any time to help ease the pain of loss, and to help ensure that all our loved ones will be *tz’rurim b’tzror hachayyim* - bound up in the bond of life eternal.
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Yizkor
Memorial Services

Yom Kippur - Wednesday, October 9, 2019
Shemini Atzeret - Monday, October 21, 2019
Pesach - Thursday, April 16, 2020
Shavuot - Saturday, May 30, 2020
We remember with sorrowing hearts those members of our Congregation taken from our midst during the past year.

Daniel Banks
Leonard Becker
Herbert Brener
Bonnie Fatell
Philip Fine
Shirley Gochman
Evelyn Kalick
Marian Kazan
Edwin Kellerman
Phyllis Lachs
Ronald “Ronny” Mandell
Judith Miller
Oscar Moss
Martin “Marty” Neifield
Sheila Ronkin
Seymore Rubin
David Schlossberg
Hannah Silverman
Leonard Slutsky
Glenn Unterberger
Irwin Weiss
Samuel Wilf

O God, send comfort and consolation to all who grieve.
Let them see Your help speedily. May Your protection sustain them and Your peace abide with them. May their spirits find solace in the beauty of holiness which fills this memorial hour.
In Loving Memory

Carol & Bennett Aaron, Marjorie Marsden, Morris Aaron, Steven Aaron
in memory of
Rabbi Isadore A. Aaron
Betty Aaron
Morris C. Perlmann
Jean B. Perlmann
Roberta Aaron

Seyna & Larry Abel, Jessica & Greg, Dori & Nora
in memory of
Iris Abel
Norman Rosenberg
Harold Abel
Dora Gendelman

The Abella Family
in memory of
Isaac Abella
Mary Ann Abella

Amy, Michael & Zack Abolafia
in memory of
Helene Steinberg

Michael Abraham & Family
in memory of
Francis Abraham
Martin Abraham
Sandi Abraham
Shoshanna Abraham
David Balacosky
Nina Balacosky
Benjamin Krause
Fannie Krause
Freda Krause
Dr. Jacob Krause
Dr. Lee Krause
Vera Krause
Donna Krause

Reid & Ann Addis
in memory of
Irving M. Addis
Pearl Addis
Ruth Buckler

Ande & Jim Adelman
in memory of
Alexander B. Adelman
Anna Bogash
Bernice Bogash
Harry Bogash
Richard Bogash
Isabella Berman
Lisa Hertz
Al Larner
Louis Madfis

Cyril, Robyn, Beth & Jeremy Adler
in memory of
Fanny Adler
Milton Adler
Milton Lenhoff
Yetty Lenhoff

Debbie Albert & Glen Feinberg,
David & Noah
in memory of
Bernie Albert

Amy Alfred & Victoria, Sarah,
Zachary Alfred-Levow
in memory of
Roslyn Nelson Sachs

Brian Ampolsk & Yehudit Beeri
in memory of
Miriam Cornman Ampolsk
Maurice Wickert Ampolsk
Jeffrey Barnett Ampolsk
Marsha Ampolsk Schwitzer
Chaim & Chana Bushari

Carol & David Apothaker & Family
in memory of
Lester Mendelsohn
Blanche Apothaker
Martin Apothaker
Andy Apothaker

Ruth Asbel & Family
in memory of
Dr. David S. Asbel
Charles R. Elitzky
Florence M. Elitzky
Nathan Myers
Fanny F. Myers
IN LOVING MEMORY

Ruth Asbel & Family (Continued)

ESTELLE MYERS
NORMAN MYERS
HARRY MYERS
SAMUEL MYERS
MIRIAM MYERS
MARTIN MYERS
ROSE MYERS
DANIEL MYERS
HARRY ELITZKY
EDITH R. ELITSKY
MINNIE E. DONOCOFF
BENJAMIN DONOCOFF
REBECCA E. GREENBERG
JOSEPH GREENBERG
SAMUEL ELITSKY
BENJAMIN ELITSKY
CELIA G.A. JUROW
JACOB JUROW
PAULINE BECK
FRANK BECK
BARNETT D. ASBEL
DANIA M. ASBEL
DONALD E. ASBEL
EILEEN ASBEL
HARRIET KATZIN ROTHMAN

Stephen & Lenore Asbel & Family

in memory of

DAVID ASBEL
JULIAN ELSBERG
ROSE BRODER
DAVID BRODER
ESTHER PALENT
DANIA ASBEL
BARNETT ASBEL
FLORENCE ELITZKY
CHARLES ELITZKY

Sucha & Michael Asbell

in memory of

DR. ALBERT ORDER
MRS. BERTHA ORDER
MR. EMANUEL ASBELL
MRS. DORA ASBELL

Shelly & Len Auritt

in memory of

AL AURITT
MOLLIE AURITT
LOIS AURITT
ALEX EINBINDER
JUNE EINBINDER
ZVEE EINBINDER
BEN MILAKOFSKY
MINDY MILAKOFSKY
CECELIA SCHNEYER
EDMUND SCHNEYER

Karen, Les & Morey Averill

in memory of

KATHRYN AVERILL
GERTRUDE DANAN
HERMAN DANAN
IDA SILVERMAN
JACK SILVERMAN
SIDNEY & MARILYN SILVERMAN
LESTER AVERILL JR.

Stephen Baer & Nancy Baron-Baer

in memory of

ROSE “RONNIE” BAER
DANIEL BAER
IRVING BARON
ELAINE BARON
MAX STRASSMAN
SARAH STRASSMAN
DORA STRASSMAN
CHARLES BARON
JENNIE KAUFMAN

Jackie Banks

in memory of

DANIEL BANKS
CLAIRe BANKS
MAURICE G. BANKS
ISRAEL BERLINER
DAVID HOLLIN
EDWARD HOLLIN
MARY HOLLIN
THEODORE J. HOLLIN
FAE LEE BALIS
HARRY A. BANKS
EUGENE M. BANKS
**In Loving Memory**

**Elaine & Alvin Barg & Family**
_in memory of_
- FANNIE ALBERT
- SAMUEL ALBERT
- HARRY BARG
- SOPHIE BARG

**Debra & Ronald Barg & Family**
_in memory of_
- PHILIP COHEN
- BEATRICE COHEN
- LAURA “LALA” BRICK

**David & Julia Barol**
_in memory of_
- MARTIN SAMUEL BAROL
- ROSALIE FREEDMAN BAROL
- DAVID BAROL
- HELEN BAROL
- B. DAVID GRANT
- ROSEANNE Z. GRANT

**Verna Barron & Family**
_in memory of_
- JOSHUA BARRON
- MITCHELL BARRON
- MORRIS & MIRIAM BARRON
- JACOB & SYLVIA SANDLER
- ALEXANDER LOGVINSKY
- ETHEL BURSTEIN
- NORMAN & ROSE MOROFF
- HARRY & BARBARA MOROFF

**Sally, Ben & Mollye Barsh**
_in memory of_
- CHARLES I. BARSH
- STEPHANIE FERN ROSEN
- STAN BARSH

**Jeff, Sheryl, Emily & Sarah Bartos**
_in memory of_
- ADRIENNE BARTOS

**Judy Turetsky & Scott Beadenkopf**
_in memory of_
- SOLOMON & ROSE TURETSKY
- JACK TURETSKY
- WILLIAM BEADENKOPF
- AUGUSTA BEADENKOPF
- PEARL WARN
- WILLIAM GILMORE

**Robert M. & Sheila Bell & Family**
_in memory of_
- MANUEL & SYDNEY MYERS
- ALEXANDER & HELEN BELL
- DOLORES P. BELL
- MAURICE G. BANKS
- LENARD BELL
- DANIEL BANKS

**Barbara & Joseph Beller**
_in memory of_
- EDWIN A. BELLER
- REV. ELIAS BELLER
- FLORENCE BELLER
- THOMAS NADEN
- STANLEY REICH
- SYLVA NADEN
- ALLAN NADEN

**Sharon Benveneste**
_in memory of_
- ALBERT BENVENESTE
- LENA ORENSTEIN
- HARRY ORENSTEIN
- SAMUEL ORENSTEIN
- PEARL MEISNER
- ISAAC BENVENESTE
- VIOLET BENVENESTE
- SIMON BENVENESTE
- JULIA FINEBERG
- DAVID FINEBERG

**Elyse & Max Berger & Family**
_in memory of_
- SAUL GRUNDWERG

**Michele & Thomas Berman**
_in memory of_
- GERALD & JUDITH BERMAN
- RICHARD REISMAN
- ELAINE TEPPER

**Len & Ellan Bernstein**
_in memory of_
- ASHER RUBIN
- SEYMOUR BERNSTEIN
- SHIRLEY BERNSTEIN
In Loving Memory

Lorri & Ted Bernstein  
in memory of  
MORTON BERNSTEIN  
REUBEN MITRANI  
RUTH STERN  
MENACHEM KATZ  
MARTY STERN  
MARILYN KATZ  
ELEANOR COHEN  
ETHEL YARRISH  
ELSA BAKER

Nancy & Guy Bernstein & Family  
in memory of  
HOWARD W. GOLDEN  
AARON BERNSTEIN, M.D.

Amy & Marcus Besser & Family  
in memory of  
WALLACE RUDOLPH  
TRINA RUDOLPH  
SARAH RUDOLPH  
ALEX RUDOLPH  
ROSE DANIELS  
OSCAR DANIELS  
MARJORY DANIELS  
ELEANORE BESSER

Mr. Gilbert M. Besser & Family  
in memory of  
ELEANORE BESSER  
BESSIE GRAW  
MORRIS GRAW  
HARRY J. GRAW  
KAY GRAW DANIELS  
DR. JOSEPH P. BESSER  
PAULINE C. BESSER  
MARY RODIN SCHNEIDER  
CLARA GRAW STUBBS

David j. Biloon & Dr. Gail B. Brenner  
in memory of  
RALPH J. BILOON  
ERIKA G. BILOON  
FRIEDA B. IRWIN  
LEO BRENNER  
MARION T. BRENNER  
RUTH STOBIN

Thomas & Janice Biron  
in memory of  
MATTHEW S. BIRON  
LILLIAN G. BIRON  
STANLEY L. KESSLER  
THELMA M. KESSLER  
BONNIE GLANTZ FATELL

Joan Birnbaum  
in memory of  
JULES SHUPAK  
MORRIS SHUPAK  
JERRY SHUPAK

Blinder-Melloni Family  
in memory of  
WILLIAM BLINDER  
DAVID WOLF  
THERESIA CHROMA

FELICIA, Roy, Jonathan & David Bloom  
in memory of  
SADIE BLOOM  
JACK BLOOM  
NAOMI BEINART

Deborah Goldfarb & Family and Cindy Goldfarb Blum & Family  
in memory of  
DR. JEFFREY BLUM  
HENRIETTA GOLDFARB  
LEO L. GOLDFARB  
ELLEN BERNSTEIN  
ISAAC BERNSTEIN  
TILLIE GOLDFARB GEWIRTZ  
CANTOR MAX GOLDFARB

Estelle Blumenfeld  
in memory of  
HARRY & LENA SIMKOVITZ  
JERRY & DORIS SIMKOVITZ  
FRANCIS P. MCCRACKEN III  
RAY G. SCHWEET  
HAROLD SCHWARTZ  
ARLENE SACHS  
LILLIAN GOODMAN  
RUSSELL & STACY KRASS
In Loving Memory

Charles, Melissa, Alexandra & Isabella Bodie
in memory of
ANTHONY BODIE

Julia & Nick Bookbinder
in memory of
CAROLE SINGER
LAWRENCE SINGER
BELLA BOOKBINDER

Dan & Deb Bosin
in memory of
BRUCE ISAACMAN
FANNIE ISAACMAN
LENA COOKE
STANLEY COOKE
HARRY ISAACMAN

Robert, Terry, Alison & Emily Bovarnick
in memory of
SHIRLEY FIRES
SYDNEY FIRES
BELLA FRIEDMAN
MILTON FRIEDMAN

Branzburg Family
in memory of
MELVIN STERN
BEVERLY STERN
SHERRY STERN
YETTA BRANZBURG
JOSEPH BRANZBURG

Martin & Brenda Brenner
in memory of
HARRY BRENNER
ANNA BRENNER
IRVING SAFIR
EVE SAFIR
PEARL SCHNEIDER

Philip & Rose Brill & Family
in memory of
REUBEN RIMERMAN
SARAH RIMERMAN
MAXWELL BRILL
ESTHER BRILL
HERBERT BRILL
JOEL M. BRILL
SELMA STEPANSKY

The Briskin Family
in memory of
BEN BRISKIN

Bunny & Frank Brodsky
in memory of
MAX BRODSKY
MICHAEL S. BRODSKY
GERTRUDE BRODSKY
HARRIET BRODSKY
SIDNEY DUNOFF
DONALD GREEN
ISRAEL C. GREEN
KATE GREEN
LEONARD GREEN
SYLVIA GREEN
STEPHEN GREEN
JEAN FELDENKRIS
GLORIA DUNOFF
LINDA BRODSKY COOPER
FRANK COOPER

Judy & Jim Brody
in memory of
IDA BRODY
SYDNEY BRODY
ROSE LECHNER
MICHAEL LECHNER
HYMAN PILTZIN
GOLDA LECHNER ZARROW
STEPHEN FREED

Nadina & Michael Bronstein, Lisa, David & Marisa Fraimow
in memory of
HENRIETTA BERGELSON
IRVING BERGELSON
BLANCHE BRONSTEIN
MORRIS BRONSTEIN
ISADORE FORMAN
ROBERT FORMAN
WILLIAM FRAIMOW

Eileen & Bernard Brown
in memory of
ANNA BROWN
HARRY BROWN
ELI SHAFFER
SARAH SHAFFER
FRANCES PERLMUTTER
IN LOVING MEMORY

Lois & Mitchell Burack
in memory of
NORMA ROTHKOPF
HERBERT ROTHKOPF
FLORENCE BURACK
MARVIN BURACK
MARCIA FINKELSTEIN
HAROLD FINKELSTEIN

Margaret Carlin
in memory of
KENNETH CARLIN
RUSSELL CARLIN
HAROLD CARLIN
GERTRUDE JACOBUS
BERNARD KUSHNER
HILDA KUSHNER

Larry Carroll
in memory of
LORNA CARROLL
ARTHUR CARROLL
SOL MANDELL
REBA MANDELL
FANNIE CARROLL

Shelley & Sankar Chatterjee
in memory of
ANNETTE K. ALTSCHULER
NORMAN K. ALTSCHULER

Chonofsky Family
in memory of
HENRY CHONOFSKY
JOSEPH L. CHONOFSKY
MARCIA CHONOFSKY
REBA CHONOFSKY
WILLIAM CHONOFSKY
STANLEY E. TABAS
BETSY R. TABAS

Civan Family
in memory of
DAVID CIVAN
JUDITH CIVAN

Akiva & Fern Cohen
in memory of
MAIMON MOSHE COHEN
MELVYN RADEL

Barry & Anna Cohen
in memory of
JACOB DAVIS COHEN
NORMAN J. COHEN
ANNA CALDWELL CHALMERS
PHILLIP COHEN
FRANCES COHEN

David & Marilyn Cohen
in memory of
MARCIA LIPMAN SPITOFSKY
DR. MELVIN N. SPITOFSKY
DONALD COHEN
IDA LIPMAN
MORRIS LIPMAN
HARRIET COHEN
ANNA SPITOFSKY
NATHAN SPITOFSKY

Elaine Cohen
in memory of
ERNEST B. COHEN
MOLLY COHEN
WILLIAM WEISS COHEN
LEAH G. HARRISON
PAUL P. HARRISON

Gordon & Adele Cohen
in memory of
MICHAEL SCHNEIDER
ARTHUR COHEN, MD
RUTH COHEN
ANNETTE SCHNEIDER

Lynne Cohen
in memory of
JACK & PAULINE CARROLL
KEN CLOUSE
DAVID & ETHEL FRIEDMAN
NATHAN & ANNA CARROLL

Lois & Mitchell Burack
in memory of
NORMA ROTHKOPF
HERBERT ROTHKOPF
FLORENCE BURACK
MARVIN BURACK
MARCIA FINKELSTEIN
HAROLD FINKELSTEIN

Margaret Carlin
in memory of
KENNETH CARLIN
RUSSELL CARLIN
HAROLD CARLIN
GERTRUDE JACOBUS
BERNARD KUSHNER
HILDA KUSHNER

Larry Carroll
in memory of
LORNA CARROLL
ARTHUR CARROLL
SOL MANDELL
REBA MANDELL
FANNIE CARROLL

Shelley & Sankar Chatterjee
in memory of
ANNETTE K. ALTSCHULER
NORMAN K. ALTSCHULER

Chonofsky Family
in memory of
HENRY CHONOFSKY
JOSEPH L. CHONOFSKY
MARCIA CHONOFSKY
REBA CHONOFSKY
WILLIAM CHONOFSKY
STANLEY E. TABAS
BETSY R. TABAS

Civan Family
in memory of
DAVID CIVAN
JUDITH CIVAN

Akiva & Fern Cohen
in memory of
MAIMON MOSHE COHEN
MELVYN RADEL

Barry & Anna Cohen
in memory of
JACOB DAVIS COHEN
NORMAN J. COHEN
ANNA CALDWELL CHALMERS
PHILLIP COHEN
FRANCES COHEN

David & Marilyn Cohen
in memory of
MARCIA LIPMAN SPITOFSKY
DR. MELVIN N. SPITOFSKY
DONALD COHEN
IDA LIPMAN
MORRIS LIPMAN
HARRIET COHEN
ANNA SPITOFSKY
NATHAN SPITOFSKY

Elaine Cohen
in memory of
ERNEST B. COHEN
MOLLY COHEN
WILLIAM WEISS COHEN
LEAH G. HARRISON
PAUL P. HARRISON

Gordon & Adele Cohen
in memory of
MICHAEL SCHNEIDER
ARTHUR COHEN, MD
RUTH COHEN
ANNETTE SCHNEIDER

Lynne Cohen
in memory of
JACK & PAULINE CARROLL
KEN CLOUSE
DAVID & ETHEL FRIEDMAN
NATHAN & ANNA CARROLL
IN LOVING MEMORY

Mark Cohen & Rona Rosen
in memory of
LEON B. COHEN
ZENA COHEN

Drs. Raphael & Andrea Cohen,
Micah & Amy Cohen, Greg &
Arielle Friedman
in memory of
ROCHELLE COHEN
MORRIS & RUTH HABER
RABBI MAURICE COHEN

Ross, Francia & Leo Cohen
in memory of
BETH MILLER
EVAN POCZIK
JOSEPH MILLER
MOLLIE COHEN
JOSEPH & PEGGY DWORK

Sharon & Mitchell Cohen
in memory of
GEORGE COHEN
LEE LINDER

Shirley Cohen
in memory of
DOROTHY & DAVID COHEN
JENNIFER ROSE
ROSE ROSENBLUM
MORRIS & FANNY SEGAL

Susan & Norman Cohen
in memory of
ROBERT ALTMAN
ANNA ARIFF
EVA BRAUNSTEIN
ROBERT B. BRAUNSTEIN
LEA H. COHEN
SAMUEL G. COHEN
BENJAMIN PINTZUK
HELEN PINTZUK

Teri Cohen
in memory of
DOUGLAS J. COHEN
CHARLOTTE KATZ COHEN
JOHN B. COHEN
JAMIE COHEN

Darlene & Alan Cohn
in memory of
HELEN ALONSO
SIMON COHN
MURIEL FOREMAN
ESTHER FURMAN
IRVIN FURMAN
PHILLIP GONZALES
ESTHER LISTMAN
JACK LISTMAN
SEYMOUR LISTMAN
DAVID COHN

Contract Family
in memory of
ROSALEE CONTRACT
JULIAN EISNER

Chad, Sonya, Lily, Mia & Zach
Cooper
in memory of
ROBYN GORELL
MICHAEL KLEEREKOPER

Eileen, Todd, David & Mitchell
Cooper & Families
in memory of
BERNARD M. COOPER
REBA COOPER
LOUIS COOPER
MAURICE R. RICKMAN
ELIZABETH RICKMAN
BETTE GREENBERG
HAROLD GREENBERG
SADIE S. MOFF
JOSEPH B. RICKMAN
SELMA LEFKOE BROWN
ROSE L. GARFINKEL
HARRY G. GARFINKEL
JULIE E. GOLDFINE
ABRAHAM T. COOPERMAN
LEONARD H. LASSIN
ROSE DANOWITZ
TED SEGAL
FRANCINE M. LASSIN
IN LOVING MEMORY

JORDANA & BEN COOPERBERG and
IRA & DIANA RIKLIS
in memory of
LEE & E贡GON RAUSNITZ
JUDITH RIKLIS
MESHULEM RIKLIS

DEBBIE & JEFFERY CORAN &
Beloved Children and
Grandchildren
in memory of
ALAN S. NECOWITZ
FRANCES NECOWITZ
HENRY NECOWITZ
DIANE NECOWITZ
MORRIS BLUM
MANYA BLUM
RICHARD M. CORAN

MARC COTLER & MADELEINE WEISER &
Family (continued)

in memory of
JOSEF COTLER & FAMILY
MINNIE & JOE LIEB
HENRIETTA GORDON ROTHBERG
LESLIE M. WEISER
ANDREA ZANATTA
CLAIRe C. FRIEDMAN
PATRICK LU

Julie & Warren Cramer & Family
in memory of
Marilyn Cramer
David Cramer
Fanny Cramer
Charles Cramer
Mollye Parnes
Morris Parnes
Frances Hyman
Rose Hyman
Victor Robinson
Mollie Robinson
Sylvia Krigsman
Milton Robinson
Lucille Fastlich
Eugene Fastlich
Evelyn Seinfeld
Sharon Hyman

Dale & Jackie Danilewitz & Family
in memory of
Daniel Danilewitz
Michael Danilewitz

Amy Davis
In memory of
Gail (Herbst) Davis

Carolyn Lindheim Davis
in memory of
Norman Chernick

Evon & Zara Davis
in memory of
Enid Kozlov
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>In Loving Memory</th>
<th>Judy &amp; Sy Delfiner in memory of</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MOLLY BRANDMAN</td>
<td>J. Earl &amp; Phyllis Epstein in memory of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GERTRUDE DELFINER</td>
<td>MAX EPSTEIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JEROME DELFINER</td>
<td>BERNICE HORN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAMUEL DELFINER</td>
<td>Phyllis Epstein in memory of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDA S. MANDELL</td>
<td>HARRY W. EPSTEIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAMUEL P. MANDELL</td>
<td>SUE E. PERLMUTTER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SONNY MANDELL</td>
<td>ISADORE WITKIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RONALD MANDELL</td>
<td>BERTHA WITKIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howard &amp; Linda Denenberg in memory of</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MINNIE MESTEL</td>
<td>RENEE MOGIL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MORRIS MESTEL</td>
<td>ELY J. EPSTEIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABRAHAM SILVERMAN</td>
<td>HELEN EPSTEIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BERTHA SILVERMAN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOIS SILVERMAN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WILLIAM SILVERMAN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAURICE DENERBEN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GERTRUDE DENENBEN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VICTORIA DENERBEN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harriet Dobin &amp; Dr. Nathan Fischer in memory of</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RABBI RUBIN R. DOBIN</td>
<td>Ellen Field &amp; Gus Rubbo in memory of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOROTHY W. DOBIN</td>
<td>BEATRICE FIELD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAVID MAYER DOBIN</td>
<td>JOSEPH W. FIELD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DR. LEON FISCHER</td>
<td>NAT &amp; GUS RUBBO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eli Dweck, Linda Bagley &amp; Michael Dweck in memory of</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIANA ADES</td>
<td>DARLENE RICHTER RUBBO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RICHARD &amp; ANTONETTA BAGLEY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SYLVIA &amp; MURRAY MARREN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESTHER &amp; ELI DWECK</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ira &amp; Dawn Edels in memory of</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SARAH S. EDELS</td>
<td>Regina Fields &amp; Family in memory of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILTON EDELS</td>
<td>PHILIP M. FIELDS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linda Elkins</td>
<td>MYER ADLER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in memory of</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WILLIAM ELKINS</td>
<td>Claudia &amp; Ed Figelman in memory of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SARA ELKINS</td>
<td>RICHARD SIEGEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LEN FIGELMAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BERNIE BRENNER</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In Loving Memory

Barbara Fine & Family
in memory of
PHILIP FINE
SARAH FINE
MAX FINE
ABRAM LEWIS
SADIE LEWIS
DANIEL A. LEWIS

Laurie R. Fine
in memory of
SHIRLEY LEMLICH
IRVING LEMLICH
RANDEE LEMLICH MOREL

Marjorie Stein & Lawrence Fine
in memory of
ALINE FINE
THEODORE FINE
JEROME STEIN

Tony Fischer
in memory of
HARRIET FISCHER
MORTON FISCHER
SARAH FISCHER
JOSEPH J. FISCHER
SARA FISCHER
FRANCES FISCHER FRANKOWSKI
LOUIS RUBIN
TILLIE RUBIN

Roberta Fischer
in memory of
BEATRICE FISCHER
MARCUS FISCHER
FRED ZEENKOV

Fischer-Grode Family
in memory of
STANLEY GRODE
DR. LEON FISCHER OSTRAY

Mike, Talia Simona & Amelia Fisher
in memory of
AVI YELLIN
ANNE HIMELL
MELVIN FISHER
GIULIANA GOETZL

Delores Fleishman & Family
in memory of
PHILIP FLEISHMAN
FRANCES ROTHFELD
LEONARD ROTHFELD
WINIFRED AUGUST

Marsha Neifield & Alan Folkman
in memory of
MARTIN “MARTY” NEIFIELD
MORRIS & FANNY FOLKMAN
SIDNEY FOLKMAN
BEATRICE LEVIN
BENJAMIN LEVIN
ANNA NEIFIELD
HARRIET NEIFIELD
BENJAMIN NEIFIELD
ANNA WAINE
ESTHER WAINE
JOSEPH WAINE

Kathy & Stephen Frank
in memory of
HERBERT A. FRANK
JOEL BILKIS

Claire Franklin
in memory of
MAX FRANKLIN
NAN FRANKLIN
HARRY LEVY
KATHERINE LEVY
SAMUEL MARCUS
ETHEL MARCUS
HARRIET SUMSKY
MADELINE LILITH CARR
ALAN S. FRANKLIN

Barbara & Robert Freedman
in memory of
CHARLOTTE FREEDMAN
ABE LIPSITZ
ELLIS FREEDMAN
HARRIS FREEDMAN
SIDNEY LIPSITZ
“BARRELS” LIPSITZ
RANDI MANDLER-GOULD
SAM SCHNEIDER
ROSE REUBEN
HARRY GOLDBERG
IN LOVING MEMORY

Barbara & Robert Freedman
(CONTINUED)
Donald Freedman
Beverly Gerson
Lilyan Leiner
Audrey, Bob, Ben & Melanie
Friedel
in memory of
Paul Friedel
Fred Feld
Herbert Caplin
Florence Brown
Buddy Friedel
Jeanette Sigall
Richard & Judy Friedman & Family
in memory of
Morton Kolber
Pauline Kolber
Paul Friedman
Evelyn Friedman
Jerome E. Furman
in memory of
Peggy Furman
Bessie Ellis Furman
Samuel L. Furman
Michael Furman
Dr. Harold B. Furman
Flora Furman
Odelle Goldblum
Philip Goldblum
Dr. Abraham L. Schaller
Betty Schaller
William Schaller
The Gabel Gilman Family
in memory of
Sylvia & David Gabel
Claire Gilman
Bella & Louis Gabel
Ida & Abraham Siegel
Sara & Jack Gabel
Morris & Edith Gabel
Seymour & Marsha Siegel
The Gaier Family
in memory of
Steven Winkler
Linda Garber
in memory of
Murray N. Garber
Ernest Turner
Albert Garber
Mildred Garber
Ruth Turner
Marlene & Warren Gefter
in memory of
Marion Bergelson
William Gefter, M.D.
Sharon Greene
Harry Bergelson
Winnie Gefter
Sid & Ken Geller & Family
in memory of
Milton Geller
Murray Geller
Richard Geller
Dora Geller
Philip Geller
Louis Geller
Rose Shifres
Nathan Shifres
Esther Rubenstein
Harry Rubenstein
Charles Rubenstein
Sylvia Goldfeder
Murray Goldfeder
Lorraine Bonnet
Don Bonnet
Irv Hornstein
Barry & Marian Genkin
in memory of
Martin Block
Pearl Block
Paul Genkin
Pearl Genkin
Harry Seewald
Regina Seewald
IN LOVING MEMORY

ANDREW GERSON, M.D., ALEX GERSON & LYSSA GERSON
in memory of
SHEILA RONKIN, M.D.
ELLIOTT GERSON
LEAH GERSON
MORRIS GERSON
FLORA RONKIN
PEARL ARONSON

JUDY GETSON, CHILDREN & GRANDCHILDREN
in memory of
ALLAN GETSON
JEAN KARP
HARRY KARP
EDWARD GETSON
ANNE GETSON

JACOB GIBS
in memory of
ALEX GIBS
ANNE GIBS

NANCY & KEN GILBERG
in memory of
LEONARD GILBERG
ROSLYN GILBERG
BERNARD SCHWARTZ

SHERYL ABRAMS & PHILIP, JULIA, TODD & BLAKE GILMAN
in memory of
CLAIRE GILMAN
ISADORE & LENA ABRAMS

THE GINGOLD FAMILY
in memory of
MARVIN GINGOLD
GORDON KUTLER
JOYCE KUTLER
BRUCE KUTLER
WILLIAM LASHMAN

MERYL, JOSH, JENNIFER & MOLLY
GINDIN
in memory of
ALAN J. DIAMOND
Minnie DIAMOND
WILLIAM DIAMOND
MENDEL FISCHER
TILLIE FISCHER

MERYL, JOSH, JENNIFER & MOLLY
GINDIN (CONTINUED)
Hillel GINDIN
ZACHARY KORN
DIANE KORN
MARLENE KRAVITZ
JOAN SONIS
RICHA GINDIN

JUDY GLASER
in memory of
ELEANOR GLASER
BERNARD “BUD” GLASER
LOUIS GLASER
REBECCA GLASER
LILLIE RUBIN
JOSEPH SHANEFIELD
YETTA SHANEFIELD

CHARLES & Sheryl Gleich
in memory of
IRWIN & RUTH COHEN
DANIEL GLEICH
JEANETTE GLEICH

JEFFREY GLEN
in memory of
LESTER & EILEEN GLEN

DEBRA GOLD & L. ERIK GOLD
in memory of
ALLEN AISENSTEIN

ALAN, ELISE, IRA, DANIEL, ALLIE & ROBYN GOLDBERG
in memory of
CHARLES GOLDBERG
RITA GOLDBERG
JERRY GOLDBERG
DOUG FRANCIS
DANIEL SHEINMAN

BRUCE GOLDBERG & Terri HARTMAN
in memory of
OSCAR HARTMAN
HENRIETTA GOLDBERG
ABRAHAM KLEINBERG
EDITH KLEINBERG
SAMUEL GOLDBERG
ANNA GOLDBERG
RITA OXMAN

ANDREW GERSON, M.D., ALEX GERSON & LYSSA GERSON
in memory of
SHEILA RONKIN, M.D.
ELLIOTT GERSON
LEAH GERSON
MORRIS GERSON
FLORA RONKIN
PEARL ARONSON

JUDY GETSON, CHILDREN & GRANDCHILDREN
in memory of
ALLAN GETSON
JEAN KARP
HARRY KARP
EDWARD GETSON
ANNE GETSON

JACOB GIBS
in memory of
ALEX GIBS
ANNE GIBS

NANCY & KEN GILBERG
in memory of
LEONARD GILBERG
ROSLYN GILBERG
BERNARD SCHWARTZ

SHERYL ABRAMS & PHILIP, JULIA, TODD & BLAKE GILMAN
in memory of
CLAIRE GILMAN
ISADORE & LENA ABRAMS

THE GINGOLD FAMILY
in memory of
MARVIN GINGOLD
GORDON KUTLER
JOYCE KUTLER
BRUCE KUTLER
WILLIAM LASHMAN

MERYL, JOSH, JENNIFER & MOLLY
GINDIN
in memory of
ALAN J. DIAMOND
Minnie DIAMOND
WILLIAM DIAMOND
MENDEL FISCHER
TILLIE FISCHER

MERYL, JOSH, JENNIFER & MOLLY
GINDIN (CONTINUED)
Hillel GINDIN
ZACHARY KORN
DIANE KORN
MARLENE KRAVITZ
JOAN SONIS
RICHA GINDIN

JUDY GLASER
in memory of
ELEANOR GLASER
BERNARD “BUD” GLASER
LOUIS GLASER
REBECCA GLASER
LILLIE RUBIN
JOSEPH SHANEFIELD
YETTA SHANEFIELD

CHARLES & Sheryl Gleich
in memory of
IRWIN & RUTH COHEN
DANIEL GLEICH
JEANETTE GLEICH

JEFFREY GLEN
in memory of
LESTER & EILEEN GLEN

DEBRA GOLD & L. ERIK GOLD
in memory of
ALLEN AISENSTEIN

ALAN, ELISE, IRA, DANIEL, ALLIE & ROBYN GOLDBERG
in memory of
CHARLES GOLDBERG
RITA GOLDBERG
JERRY GOLDBERG
DOUG FRANCIS
DANIEL SHEINMAN

BRUCE GOLDBERG & Terri HARTMAN
in memory of
OSCAR HARTMAN
HENRIETTA GOLDBERG
ABRAHAM KLEINBERG
EDITH KLEINBERG
SAMUEL GOLDBERG
ANNA GOLDBERG
RITA OXMAN
In Loving Memory

Edward Goldberg
in memory of
EDITH GOLDBERG
SHAHBANU GOLDBERG
SIDNEY GOLDBERG

Marc Goldberg, Fran Wilkins, Zoe & Lily Goldberg
in memory of
ANNA ARIFF
GLADYS GOLDBERG
LEON GOLDBERG
MEYER GOLDBERG
REBECCA GOLDBERG
HELEN PINTZUK

Susan, Gary, Emily, Isaac, Maggie & David Goldenberg and Ellen & Martin Goldstein
in memory of
IRENE GOLDBERG
MITCHELL GOLDBERG
JACOB GOLDBERG
FANNY GOLDBERG
EDDIE GRAUBARD
ESTHER GRAUBARD
SAM GOLDBEIN
BESSIE GOLDBEIN
JERRY FELLMAN
SHIRLEY FELLMAN

Jill Bernhardt Goldstone & Adin
in memory of
DINA MICHELLE GOLDBERG
PAUL L. BERNHARDT
JANET E. BERNHARDT
JAY S. BERNHARDT

Bobbi & Lew Gordon
in memory of
THOMAS GORDON
FAY GORDON
HERBERT BRENER
SAMUEL BRENER
MINNIE BRENER
TILLIE LEVY
MURRAY LEVY
HARRY GOODMAN

Randi & Dan Grauman, Zach, Jaclyn, Abby & Yaniv
in memory of
SHIRLEY MICHAELS
ROBERT BARTENES
MARCIA BARTENES
GERTRUDE & CARL GREEN
FANNY & MANUEL GRAUMAN
BENITO GRAUMAN
ELIAS GRAUMAN
ADOLF ZELLER

Betsy Green & Family
in memory of
MYRA PLUMRIDGE
NIGEL PLUMRIDGE
EARL GOLDBERG

Doris, Dana, Rachel & Jake Greenblatt
in memory of
ANNA MIROWSKI
MICHEL MIROWSKI
DOROTHEA GREENBLATT
ARNOLD GREENBLATT

Mary & Irwin Goldstein
in memory of
SAMUEL STEIN
ETHEL STEIN
HARRY GOLDSMITH
LIEBE GROSSMAN
IDA GROSSMAN
MORDECHAI GROSSMAN

The Martin A. Goldman Family
in memory of
ROBERT & LYNETTE GOLDBEIN
HAROLD & TOBA SALKIND
ANNA PASSLER
NELLIE RAE GOLDBEIN

Barry Greenspan & Margo Brenner and Family
in memory of
ANN GREENSPAN
MEYER HERSHKOWITZ
SARAH HERSHKOWITZ
HAROLD HERSHKOWITZ
In Loving Memory

Miriam Greenwald
in memory of
Lillian Greenwald
Dr. Morton Greenwald

Gringlas Greenberg Family
in memory of
Alfred Greenberg
Carol Greenberg

Reli & Joseph Gringlas
in memory of
Lazer Aaron Gringlas
Blima Mishkat Gringlas
Shoni Keisler
Miriam Weiss Keisler
Mendel Gringlas
Shlomo Gringlas
Yachov Gringlas
Miriam Balla Gringlas

Dalia Groper
in memory of
Yehudit Kochba
Israel Kochba
Meshulam Groper

Benjamin & Dana Gross, & Naomi Zimmerman
in memory of
Eugene Gross
Harriet Frietag
Julia Roth
Robin Zimmerman
Dr. Herbert Zimmerman

Dr. & Mrs. Earl H. Gross
in memory of
Nathan Canady
Lillian Canady
Esther Gross
Dr. P. Philip Gross
Emmanuel Lerman
Anne Lerman
Dena Frank
Elmer Hollander
Douglas J. Cohen

Allison & Jimmy Grossman
in memory of
Marsha Grossman
Sylya Naden
George Shore
Jerry Raticoff
Alan Naden
David M. Grossman
Jack B. Raticoff

Phyllis, Steven & Beth Haas
in memory of
Gerald Haas

Len, Lindsay, Jacob & Riley Haberman
in memory of
Gerald Robinson
Robert Stein

Laura, Neil & Ethan Haimm And
Caroline Haimm & Daniel Irwin
in memory of
Albert Bell
Dorothy Bell
Sydney Haimm
Martha Haimm
Robert Irwin
Betty Kramer

Myra & Arthur Handfinger &
Rachel & Luke Matyja
in memory of
Bessie Gomberg
Benjamin Gomberg
Herman Gomberg
Sylvia Gomberg
Rose Mogilevsky
Samuel Handfinger
Shirley Handfinger
Sol Handfinger
Clara Yuter
David Mogil
John Mogul
Libby Fein
Ruth Bialick
IN LOVING MEMORY

Bobby, Randie, Sara, Stephanie, & Matthew Harmelin
in memory of
Simon Rosenblum
Sherman Harmelin
Susan Sanders Harmelin

Marilyn Harmelin & Family
in memory of
Max & Sadie Harmelin
Sherman Harmelin
Lillian Holtz
Louis Holtz
Susan Sanders Harmelin

Brett Harris
in memory of
Linda Spiegel
Ester Schlanger
William Schlanger
Ethel Grill
Travis Harris

Gary, Lisa, Elizabeth & Abbey Hecht
in memory of
Edith Hecht
Bertram Hecht
Stanley Silverman

Debbie Epstein Henry & Gordon Henry
in memory of
Edward Henry
Florence Rosen

Lee Herman
in memory of
Robert (Bob) Herman
Simon Herman
Rose Herman
Louis Herman
Benjamin Gansky
Becky Gansky
Rubin Gansky

Miles Herman, Mindy Cohen, Ali & Zach Herman
in memory of
George Appel
Rae Appel
Abraham Cohen
Molly Cohen
Nathan Cohen
Sondra Cohen
Edward Herman
Elaine Herman
Macy Herman
Max Herman
Jennie Herman
Ada Shifrin
Martin Shifrin

Michael & Tonya Herskovitz
in memory of
Frieda Herskovitz
Baruch Herskovitz
Pearl Herskovitz
Joseph Herskovitz
Ernst Herskovitz
Malka Herskovitz
HeLEN Goodmen

Harvey Hewit
in memory of
Brenda Hewit
Charles & Esther Hewit
Gilda Hewit
Lisa Hewit

Lynn & David Heyman
in memory of
Bernard Brasof
Natalie Brasof

Grace & Jeffrey Hill
in memory of
Arthur Hill
Kate Hill
Gabrielle Vachon
Evan Vachon
David Vachon
Harold Hill
Ben Wanderman
Sidney Nuss
In Loving Memory

Jennifer & Nathan Hoffman
in memory of
SAMUEL HIMMELSTEIN
BEATRICE HIMMELSTEIN
KATE HOFFMAN
ELEANOR KANE
ANITA MATUSOW
MYER TEACHER
BETTY TEACHER
ANDY HOFFMAN

Karan & Bruce Hoffman
in memory of
MILDRED HOFFMAN
CHARLES HOFFMAN
MARY JOHNSON
LOUIS JOHNSON

Aileen Horrow
in memory of
MORTON HORROW
LOUIS KLINGSBERG
ELIZABETH KLINGSBERG
LEONARD KLINGSBERG

Jeff, Alissa, Dylan & Carina Hurok
in memory of
DORIS (MOM MOM)
ROSENBERG TANNEBAUM
ISADORE (POP POP T) I. TANNEBAUM
CLARA (GRANDMOM) HUROK
MORRIS (POP POP H.) L. HUROK
MARGARET VERNON
RALPH VERNON
CHARLES BURNS
ED PAINTON

Howard Isaacson
in memory of
JUNE ISAACSON

Patti & Michael Isakov
in memory of
LEONARD GILBERG
ROSLYN GILBERG
IDEL ISAKOV
LILY ISAKOV
JESSEL MOLIN
NEIL MOLIN
In Loving Memory

Joan & Charles Jacobs
  in memory of
    Dora Jacobs
    Julius Jacobs
    Miriam Suschin
    Morton Suschin

Marjorie Stern Jacobs & Eric Jacobs
  in memory of
    Sylvia Stern
    I. Herman Stern
    Lynne Jacobs
    Sidney Jacobs
    Debbi Jacobs Eckhart
    Bernard Camins

Phyllis Jacobson
  in memory of
    Joseph Dillinger
    Lena Dillinger
    Leonard Jacobson
    Jessie Stamps
    Joseph Stamps
    Bess Gorman
    Adelle Rubin
    Leonard Weinstein
    Pearl Weinstein

The Jacoby Family
  in memory of
    Anna Steinberg

Sara Jaffee
  in memory of
    Mike Jaffee
    Jean Jaffee
    George Hanisko
    Katherine Hanisko

Ruthe Kabler & Family
  in memory of
    Edwin Kabler
    Sara Levin
    Benjamin Levin
    Ivan Levin
    Reba Kabler
    Louis Kabler
    Julia Baris
    Anthony Baris

Helen Kaminsky
  in memory of
    Samuel Kaminsky
    Anne & Abraham Waxman
    Marilyn Klein Neidenberg
    Miriam Wolfeld
    Stacy Blackman
    Sydney Waxman
    Minnie & Benjamin Kaminsky

Rhonda Karp & Stephen Kay
  in memory of
    David Kay
    Roberta Kay
    Jacob Karp
    Rebeca Karp
    Honey Black Kay

Barry & Kari Katz
  in memory of
    Charles Flaccus
    Angela Hall
    Fremont Hall
    Goldie Katz
    Morris Katz
    Sidney Katz
    Besse Keller
    Charles Keller
    Bernard Levy
    Christopher Bradley Moe

Judith Kleiman Katz & Martin Katz
  in memory of
    Wynn Maron
    Rita Maron
    Bruce Maron
    Eric Wiener
    Stanley Kleiman
    Louis Katz
    Molly Katz
    Edith Shulman
    Carol Katz

Mimi Katz & Gary Lozoff & Family
  in memory of
    Stuart I. Katz
    Sheila E. Katz
    Allan Katz
    Harold Green
In Loving Memory

Mimi Katz & Gary Lozoff & Family
(Continued)

Jerome Berman
Ruth K. Berman
Irving Lozoff
Cecille Lozoff
Samuel Klinghofer
Lillian Klinghofer
Miriam Klinghofer

Wilma Kellerman
in memory of
Edwin Kellerman
Sandra Masin
Morris & Lena Kellerman
Frances Carson
Joseph Carson
Richard Carson
Alvin Carson
Philip D. Kovsky
Alan Kellerman

David & Pam Kauffman
in memory of
Thelema Lahm
Sidney Kauffman

Arlynn Kaufmann
in memory of
Leonard Levy
Irma Schimel
Henry Schimel
Benjamin Lepler
Ida Levy
Meyer Levy
Francis Feuerstein
David Feuerstein
George Garcia

Earl Kendall
in memory of
Stanley Affrime
Goldie Heisler
Sylvia Heisler
William Heisler
Barbara Kendall
Maurice Kendall
Michael Kendall
Minnie Kendall
Mollie Kendall
William Kendall
Harry Kushner
Irvin Kushner
Sara Kushner
Anna Schiller
David Schiller
Minnie Schiller
Irene Affrime
Rebecca Weis
Libby Sturz

Ruth Kaufman
in memory of
Irving Kaufman
Sarah Chevan
Harry Chevan
Gussie Kaufman
Jack Kaufman
Mary Milgram
Mollie Haas

Nina & Ken Kitnick & Family
in memory of
Jay Kitnick
Molly Kitnick
Seymour Kaplan
Reva Kaplan
Julian Choji New

Susan & Robert Keller
in memory of
Eva Freimark
Fred Freimark
Paul Freed
Beverly Kaplan
Fred Keller
Rose Radnai
Esther Kaplan
Linda Gutkin
Ilse Sanders
Siegfried Sanders
Rosa Freimark

Adele Knopman, Martin, Harriet, Phyllis, Richard & Ilene
in memory of
Min & Chas Castor
Lois Cohen
Robert Feinberg
Joe & Irene Josephs
Aaron R. Knopman
Fannie Markowitz
Meyer Markowitz
Bess Markowitz
In Loving Memory

Adele Knopman, Martin, Harriet, Phyllis, Richard & Ilene
(Continued)

Louis Markowitz
Irving Markowitz
Sylvia Markowitz
Leo & Betty Marks
Marty & Rose Meyers
Milt & Lil Narrow
Samuel & Jean Pomerantz
Morris & Nettie Bunder

Meryl & Sidney Kobrin
in memory of
Manfred Beck

Peter, Charlotte & Julie Kolson
in memory of
Nellie Fiegenberg
Lucille Kolson
Morton Kolson
Jacob Portnoy
Rebecca Portnoy
Ida Schwartz
Albert Weitz
Dorothy Weitz
Jerry Weitz
Simon & Anna Weitz

Sue & Dave Korenstein
in memory of
Loretta Manning
Milton Manning
Jack Korenstein
Ceila Korenstein
Robert Korenstein

Kornberg Family
in memory of
Irving Kornberg
Ruth Kornberg
Nathan Rosenwald
Sonia Rosenwald

Joyce & Sam Krain
in memory of
Albert Hollin
Rose Hollin
Sidney Hollin, MD
Morris Krain
Fannie Krain

Drs. Franci & David Kraman
in memory of
Lorraine Riegelhaupt
Howard Riegelhaupt
Belle P. Hirsch
Sandra Kraman

Wendy, Mitchell & Sophie Krause
in memory of
Sandra Abraham
Donna Krause
Dr. Jacob Krause
Vera Krause
Dr. Lee Krause
David Balacofsky
Nina Balacofsky

Ronald & Ann Krauss
in memory of
Milton L. Krauss
Aliza F. Krauss
Meir Fordhaus
Miriam Fordhaus
Benjamin Krauss
Freida Krauss
Edith Sosakon

Liza & Jay Kudach
in memory of
Jeanne Kanengiser

Pam & Steve Kupsov, David & Chris Kupsov & Family and Paul & Nancy Kupsov McNeils & Family
in memory of
Allen Kupsov
Dorothy Kupsov
Julius Kupsov
Florence Kupsov
Anna J. Berman
Harry G. Coppel
Ben Kupsov
Mollie Kupsov
Dr. Nathaniel N. Berman
C. Sidney Coppel
Nathan Kupzoff

Stuart, Deborah, Adam, Emily & Zachary Kurtz
in memory of
Elliott Herman
Joan Kurtz
Charles Kurtz
In Loving Memory

Lachs & Adler Families
in memory of

Phyllis Lachs
Fred Adler
Benjamin E. Lachs
Samuel T. Lachs

Ann & Stuart Lacheen, Lance
Lacheen & Abbey & Carl
Rosenfeld
in memory of

Irving Shusterman
Dorothy Shusterman
Lillian Lacheen

Natalie Landro
in memory of

Edmar (Tatty) Fink
Claire (Kayla) Fink

Pam & William Lashner
in memory of

Rosalie Stern
Melvin Lashner
Marilyn Lashner

The Laskin/Schiffman Family
in memory of

Zachary Schiffman
Ellward Laskin
Beth Schiffman
Florence Schiffman

Hilda Lassoff & Family
in memory of

Irving Lassoff
Howard Alan Lassoff
Samuel & Bessie Lassoff
Louis & Miriam Kosmensky
Avram Kosmensky
Al & Delores Hoffman
Dr. S. Benham Kahn
Florence Freedman

Ellen & Ben Lazar & Family
in memory of

Evelyn Teichman
Irvin Teichman
Robert Lazar

Nancy & Roy Lefkoe & Family
in memory of

Harold Lefkoe
Mildred Lefkoe
Harold J. Rhodes
Ruth Hammel
S. Robert Teitelman

Doris & Bernie Leibowitz
in memory of

Edward Galertman
Esther Galertman
Annabelle Leibowitz
Samuel Leibowitz
Fanny Lober
Edith Sosonkin
All Other Dear
Departed Family & Friends

Bonnie Golub, Ray Lemisch &
Family
in memory of

Hyman S. Golub
Harry M. Lemisch
Nina R. Schwartze
Patricia Tate

Joan Staple Leon
in memory of

Peter Leon
Sharon Leon Levy
Miriam Leon
Irving Leon
Henry Leon
Samuel Leon
Ann Staple
Louis Staple
Ezra Staple
Esther Staple
Simon Staple
Jennie Frailer
Jacob Frailer
Paul Dinnerman
Lawrence Dinnerman
Sylvia Woolman
Harry Frailer
Herman Rosenberg
Sadie Rosenberg
Esther Frailer

Lachs & Adler Families
in memory of

Phyllis Lachs
Fred Adler
Benjamin E. Lachs
Samuel T. Lachs

Ann & Stuart Lacheen, Lance
Lacheen & Abbey & Carl
Rosenfeld
in memory of

Irving Shusterman
Dorothy Shusterman
Lillian Lacheen

Natalie Landro
in memory of

Edmar (Tatty) Fink
Claire (Kayla) Fink

Pam & William Lashner
in memory of

Rosalie Stern
Melvin Lashner
Marilyn Lashner

The Laskin/Schiffman Family
in memory of

Zachary Schiffman
Ellward Laskin
Beth Schiffman
Florence Schiffman

Hilda Lassoff & Family
in memory of

Irving Lassoff
Howard Alan Lassoff
Samuel & Bessie Lassoff
Louis & Miriam Kosmensky
Avram Kosmensky
Al & Delores Hoffman
Dr. S. Benham Kahn
Florence Freedman

Ellen & Ben Lazar & Family
in memory of

Evelyn Teichman
Irvin Teichman
Robert Lazar

Nancy & Roy Lefkoe & Family
in memory of

Harold Lefkoe
Mildred Lefkoe
Harold J. Rhodes
Ruth Hammel
S. Robert Teitelman

Doris & Bernie Leibowitz
in memory of

Edward Galertman
Esther Galertman
Annabelle Leibowitz
Samuel Leibowitz
Fanny Lober
Edith Sosonkin
All Other Dear
Departed Family & Friends

Bonnie Golub, Ray Lemisch &
Family
in memory of

Hyman S. Golub
Harry M. Lemisch
Nina R. Schwartze
Patricia Tate

Joan Staple Leon
in memory of

Peter Leon
Sharon Leon Levy
Miriam Leon
Irving Leon
Henry Leon
Samuel Leon
Ann Staple
Louis Staple
Ezra Staple
Esther Staple
Simon Staple
Jennie Frailer
Jacob Frailer
Paul Dinnerman
Lawrence Dinnerman
Sylvia Woolman
Harry Frailer
Herman Rosenberg
Sadie Rosenberg
Esther Frailer
IN LOVING MEMORY

JOAN STAPLE LEON (CONTINUED)

EVA SHANDER
BENJAMIN SHANDER
LEAH KARET

LEONORE LEOPOLD

in memory of

ROBERT A. LEOPOLD
MOLLYE BLUMSTEIN
ISAAC BLUMSTEIN

JOAN LERNER, JONATHAN VOLINSKY
& ALICE VOLINSKY

in memory of

SAM LERNER
ANNA LERNER
MYRA LERNER
IRA MEISLIN
HATTIE SACHS
HARRY VOLINSKY
SYLVIA VOLINSKY
ROMAYNE SACHS
NANCY DEUTSCH SINDERBRAND
SYLVIA LEVINSON
EMANUEL SINDERBRAND

Maribeth & Steven Lerner

in memory of

EVELYN BECKER
FLORENCE DEL VECCHIO
YETTA DRACHLER
MARTIN W. LERNER
PHILIP F. LERNER
DR. HAROLD M. PODOLSKY
GUSSIE PODOLSKY
LYNN PODOLSKY
HAROLD TOBIAS
LILLIAN SHOEMAKER
ISADORE SHOEMAKER

ANNE LERNER & FAMILY

in memory of

DONALD LEVIN
LISA LEVIN
DELLA CRAVITZ
SAMUEL CRAVITZ

Cheryl Levin

in memory of

ROBERT PHILLIPS
JAY BERKOW
JEAN BERKOW
YEVETTE HARARI

Jamie Lewin & Kevin McMonagle

in memory of

JANET PARKER LEWIN

RICHARD & SUE LIBOWITZ

in memory of

MATILDA LIBOWITZ
MILTON LIBOWITZ
ROSA MENKO
HERBERT MENKO

DAVID LIDOVITCH & MARCIA PALISH

in memory of

MAX LIDOVITCH
REBECCA LIDOVITCH
IRVING PALISH
ESTELLE PALISH
JACK PALISH

Lisa Linder & Louis Glass

in memory of

GEORGE LINDER
MINNIE LINDER
HELEN GLASS
MAURICE GLASS
ANITA GLASS
LILLIAN KALLUGIN

Larry & Susan Lipton

in memory of

BENJAMIN LIPTON
FRANCES SUGAR-LIPTON
EDWARD & FLORENCE RODIN
GAIL ROSENBLOOM

Lisa Litman & Barry Polis

in memory of

MIRIAM & BEN LITMAN
ELEANOR & LEONARD POLIS
ISADORE & DORA LITMAN
HERMAN & CELIE SPECTOR
NATHAN & FRANCES SHANZER
SAM & ED POLIS

Anita, Pete, Michele & Allie
Lockhart

in memory of

ABE H. BERMAN
JAMES A. LOCKHART
VALERIE E. LOCKHART
In Loving Memory

Joni Marcus & Rebecca Marcus
in memory of
MYRA MARCUS
DIANE POST
DAVID ADELSBERG
ANNA ADELSBERG
MAX MARCUS
SADIE MARCUS

Melissa & Stuart Margulies & Family
in memory of
STEPHEN JONAS
LEONARD KOFSKY
NATHAN KRANBERG
RAY KRANBERG
MADGE MARGULIES
MURRAY MARGULIES
DAVID & RHODA MEYER
AL STREITFELD
RUTH STREITFELD
IRENE KOFSKY
ELAINE KOFSKY

Jeffrey Marmon & Lisa Richman
in memory of
JEROME FORMAN
LOUIS FORMAN
ANNA FORMAN
FRAN FORMAN
LIL SILVERBERG
ALEXANDER SILVERBERG
LEON W. MARMON
MARTHA F. MARMON
BRUCE A. MARMON
ARLENE RUBINSTEIN
ARTHUR RUBINSTEIN

Dr. Mia Marcovici, Michael & Barbie Marcovici & Dr. Monica & Jonathan Mandell
in memory of
DR. MARTIN MARCOVICI
AVRAM MARCOVICI
ANN LEOPOLD KAPLAN
JULIAN SAMUEL NEWMAN

Robert, Toby & JoAnna Marmom
in memory of
ABRAHAM SILVERSTEIN
BELLE STIEFEL SILVERSTEIN
FLORENCE MARMON
JULIUS MARMON
ARTHUR STIEFEL
BETSEY WERNER ABELL
BENJAMIN STIEFEL
YETTA STIEFEL
CHARLES “PETE” CONRAD

Milton Magness
in memory of
BEATRICE MAGNESS
JENNIE MAGNESS
SAMUEL MAGNESS
JANICE C. MAGNESS
SILAS MAGNESS
VICKY M. PINES
REBA L. & SAMUEL L. OSTROFF
DAVID & FANNIE BROSOFF

Debby & Barry Lurie & Family
in memory of
MYER J. SLOTNIK
FRANCES SLOTNIK
JAMES LURIE
BERTHA LURIE
FLORENCE PESTCOE
DR. JOHN FOX

Mandelbaum & Egnal Families
in memory of
MELANIE & MARTIN EGNAL

Mandelbaum, Meskin & Rosenzweig Families
in memory of
KAREN MESKIN

Dr. Morton & Rhea Mandell & Family
in memory of
SAMUEL P. MANDELL
IDA S. MANDELL
STEVEN MANDELL
SAMUEL MENIN
BERTHA MENIN
MARcia KAROL
BERTON KAROL
SONNY MANDELL
RONALD MANDELL

Dr. Mia Marcovici, Michael & Barbie Marcovici & Dr. Monica & Jonathan Mandell
in memory of
DR. MARTIN MARCOVICI
AVRAM MARCOVICI
ANN LEOPOLD KAPLAN
JULIAN SAMUEL NEWMAN
In Loving Memory

Steven, Barbara, Elise & Adina Marx
in memory of
Sylvia Burzynski
Leon Burzynski

Audrey & Stanley Merves
in memory of
Jack Merves
Jean Merves
Bessie Stein
Louis Stein
Leonid Frenkel

Karen & Alex Messinger
in memory of
Ben Sharpe
Fleur Richter
Yochevet Messinger
Abraham Messinger

Susan Metter & Alexandra Selby
in memory of
Sidney & Leanore Metter
Steven Metter
Charles Selby

Rob, Julie, Jake & Rachel Meyers
in memory of
Philip Pearlmam
David Meyers
Joshua Pearlmam

Barbara Meyers
in memory of
David Meyers
Maurice & Ethel Sporkin

Cheryl & Bob Milgram, Lindsay & Jared Milgram, Randi Milgram and Zach Scott
in memory of
Toby Shiekmam Milgram
Jamy Milgram

In memory of
Karen & Alex Messinger
in memory of
Ben Sharpe
Fleur Richter
Yochevet Messinger
Abraham Messinger

In memory of
Susan Metter & Alexandra Selby
in memory of
Sidney & Leanore Metter
Steven Metter
Charles Selby

In memory of
Rob, Julie, Jake & Rachel Meyers
in memory of
Philip Pearlmam
David Meyers
Joshua Pearlmam

In memory of
Barbara Meyers
in memory of
David Meyers
Maurice & Ethel Sporkin

In memory of
Cheryl & Bob Milgram, Lindsay & Jared Milgram, Randi Milgram and Zach Scott
in memory of
Toby Shiekmam Milgram
Jamy Milgram

Karen & Alex Messinger
in memory of
Ben Sharpe
Fleur Richter
Yochevet Messinger
Abraham Messinger

Susan Metter & Alexandra Selby
in memory of
Sidney & Leanore Metter
Steven Metter
Charles Selby

Rob, Julie, Jake & Rachel Meyers
in memory of
Philip Pearlmam
David Meyers
Joshua Pearlmam

Barbara Meyers
in memory of
David Meyers
Maurice & Ethel Sporkin

Cheryl & Bob Milgram, Lindsay & Jared Milgram, Randi Milgram and Zach Scott
in memory of
Toby Shiekmam Milgram
Jamy Milgram

In memory of
Karen & Alex Messinger
in memory of
Ben Sharpe
Fleur Richter
Yochevet Messinger
Abraham Messinger

Susan Metter & Alexandra Selby
in memory of
Sidney & Leanore Metter
Steven Metter
Charles Selby

Rob, Julie, Jake & Rachel Meyers
in memory of
Philip Pearlmam
David Meyers
Joshua Pearlmam

Barbara Meyers
in memory of
David Meyers
Maurice & Ethel Sporkin

Cheryl & Bob Milgram, Lindsay & Jared Milgram, Randi Milgram and Zach Scott
in memory of
Toby Shiekmam Milgram
Jamy Milgram

Donald & Rosemarie Miller & Family
in memory of
George Miller
Dorothy K. Miller
Anthony Devivo
Mary Devivo
David Kessler
Benjamin Miller
Gertrude Miller
Sidney Kessler
Tessie Kessler
Ida Kessler
Miriam Miller

Philip, Cathy, Erica, Caroline & Tara Miller
in memory of
Ilana Myra Miller
Isadore Miller
Lillian Miller
Sol Farbstein
Nolan Miller
Sandra Miller
Hyman Farbstein
Edith Farbstein
Harry Coverman
Thelma Coverman
Myra Zwicken
Jennie Block
Adam Scott Miller
Rhoda Coverman Farbstein
Rachael Coverman
IN LOVING MEMORY

RUTH & MICHAEL MOOREVILLE
in memory of
JONAS MOOREVILLE
SIMSI MOOREVILLE

EARL MORGENSTERN & ESTHER GUSHNER
in memory of
ETHEL GUSHNER
ALBERT GUSHNER
JOHN MORGENSTERN
MILDRED MORGENSTERN
JANET SNYDER
RALPH SNYDER
EDNA BERON
EDWARD BERON
LORRAINE COOPER
JAMES L. COOPER
ETHEL ACKERMAN
DR. MILTON ACKERMAN

ANDREA & ALVIN MOSES
in memory of
ABRAHAM CANTOR
ELIZABETH CANTOR
HAROLD L. CANTOR
MELODIE J. CANTOR
PEARL R. CANTOR
WILLARD S. CANTOR
DORA MILLER
SAMUEL MILLER
BENJAMIN J. MOSES
YETTA MOSES

BEATRICE & NANCY MOSKOFF
in memory of
SIDNEY MOSKOFF
MURRAY ROBERT MOSKOFF

ANN & MICHAEL MUDERICK
in memory of
SYLVIA MUDERICK
EMANUEL MUDERICK
LINDA MUDERICK LIPTON
BEATRICE PRAGER
LEO PRAGER
HYMAN MUDERICK
ADA MUDERICK
SAMUEL LERNER

ANN & MICHAEL MUDERICK
(Continued)

ROSE LERNER
ABRAHAM JACOB PRAGER
CLARA PRAGER
JOSEPH ARONSON
PEARL ARONSON
SARAH LERNER SILKOVICH
AARON LERNER
GERTRUDE LERNER PRAGER
FRANKLIN PRAGER
DAVID PRAGER
MATILDA MUDERICK BRENER
MAX BRENER
FRANCES PRAGER
EVELYN PRAGER STERN
MOLLIE PRAGER NORDHAUSER
DOROTHY PRAGER KAROL
JOSEF MARGOLIS-GORDON
EDITH MARGOLIS-GORDON
ARTHUR CONSTANTINE
DIANE ROSEN
IRIS FELDMAN

JOEL & LISA MUDERICK
in memory of
DIANE ROSEN
SYLVIA STRAUSS
ROBERT STRAUSS
DAVID ROSEN
ROSE ROSEN
LEO PRAGER
BEATRICE PRAGER
EMANUEL MUDERICK
SYLVIA MUDERICK
STANLEY STRAUSS

MICHELE NARCAVAGE
in memory of
THOMAS NARCAVAGE
FLORENCE NARCAVAGE

SHELBY SIMMONS, RICHARD NATOW
AND EMMA & COURCY MAGNUS
in memory of
LEONARD SIMMONS
ANITA NATOW
DANIEL NATOW
HENRY DUBIN
THELMA DUBIN
DENNIS DUBIN
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IN LOVING MEMORY

Jerome & Nancy Neff
in memory of
Paul Cramer
Lita Cramer
William D. Neff
Gertrude Neff
Suzaanne G. Neff
Nochman Neff

Susan Neidich & Family
in memory of
Rosalyn Neidich
Hyman Neidich

Bernice Neifield
in memory of
Martin “Marty” Neifield
Louis Krouse
Murray C. Krouse
Sara Krouse
Anna Neifield
Benjamin Neifield
Harriet Neifield
Abraham Stein
Gertrude Stein
Isadore Stein
Rose Stein
Yetta Stein

Ida Newman
in memory of
Abraham Harris
Dorothy Harris
Benjamin Cartun
Ethel Cartun
Melvin Newman
Melvin Harris

Morris Olitsky
in memory of
Mates Olitsky
Sonia Krumholz

David & Nancy Oltman
in memory of
Lillian Oltman
Manual Oltman

The Orens Family
in memory of
Sylvan Orens
Daniel J. Orens
Constance Orens

Hillary Oser & Family
in memory of
David Oser
Nelson Oser
Virginia Oser
Lora Raclin
Mark Raclin
Muriel Small

The Packer Family
in memory of
Gloria Merson
Larry Merson
David Seid
Ruth Seid

Alla Pasternack & Family
in memory of
Leon Frenkel
Zhanna Frenkel
Sam Frenkel
Mira Frenkel
Yakov Blyashov

Deborah Patlove, Michelle Orkline & Michael Bogad
in memory of
Milton Bogad
Sadie Feldstein
Miriam Libby Kuntz
Abram E. Patlove
Bernice Patlove
Eva G. Patlove
Samuel S. Patlove
Eva Zaleznik
Philip Zaleznik
Estelle Bogad

Susan Baren-Pearson &
Eric Pearson
in memory of
Sandra Pearson

Michelle Perloff
in memory of
Jay Perloff

Aaron & Karyn Polak
in memory of
Irwin Weinberg
IN LOVING MEMORY

Evelyn Polansky & Family  
in memory of  
Leon Polansky  
Jacob Isbitsky  
Shirley Isbitsky  
Max Polansky  
Ethel Polansky  
Alan Harry Isbitsky  
Morris Isbit

Ari & Corey Pontz  
in memory of  
Bernice Levinson  
Ezekiel Levinson  
Harry Pontz  
Jeanette Pontz  
Benjamin Marged  
Martin Weber

Joel, Renee, Nathan & Rachel  
Posener  
in memory of  
Eve Posener  
Dr. Louis Posener  
Margaret Kovacs

Michael, Jill, Gabby & Maya  
Posner  
in memory of  
Allan B. Posner

Harry, Roberta, Jennifer &  
Mariissa Presser  
in memory of  
Marvin Presser  
Arthur Hoffman  
Millie Hoffman  
Bernard Tomkin  
Doug Cohen

Ellen Pritzker & Robert  
Haimowitz  
in memory of  
Mollie S. Dubin  
I. Edward Pritzker  
Jeroldyn Pritzker  
Israel Schifman  
Jean Schifman  
Ilene Schwartz  
Wilma Haimowitz  
Bernard Haimowitz  
Morton Drob

Gerald, Miki, Joshua & Benjamin  
Radack  
in memory of  
Bernard Radack  
Shirley Radack

Mary & Michael Reese and  
Ida Newman  
in memory of  
Dorothy Harris  
Abraham Reese  
Florence Reese

Reiver Family  
in memory of  
Alan Reiver  
Penrose Reiver  
Edith Reiver  
Andrew Lipson  
Ezra Keiser  
Maxine Elbaum  
Lisa Shore  
Larry Roomberg

Lloyd & Cynthia Remick  
in memory of  
Lewis E. Remick  
Estelle Remick  
Rhoda Shralow

Arden Resnick  
in memory of  
Kevin Biggs  
Francis P. McCracken III  
Paul Resnick  
Sally Resnick  
Leon Rosen  
Anna Rosenblum  
Arlene Sachs  
Harold Schwartz  
Jerome Simkowitz  
Doris Simkowitz  
Doris Waitzman  
Dorothy Yanov  
Eva Yanov  
Allen Romanoff  
Fern Romanoff
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>JOYCE &amp; JEFF RETIG &amp; FAMILY</th>
<th>BARBARA &amp; DAVID ROSEN &amp; FAMILY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>in memory of</td>
<td>in memory of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABRAHAM FRIEDMAN</td>
<td>STEPHANIE F. ROSEN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAWRENCE FRIEDMAN</td>
<td>MARYLON CRAMER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOEL FRIEDMAN</td>
<td>SHIRLEY FRIEDMAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DONALD RETIG</td>
<td>MOLLYE PARNES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SYLVIA FRIEDMAN</td>
<td>MORRIS PARNES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABRAHAM FRIEDMAN</td>
<td>BENJAMIN ROSEN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARRY GOLDBERG</td>
<td>IDA ROSEN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROSE G. REUBEN</td>
<td>IDA S. ROSEN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAMUEL REUBEN</td>
<td>RICHARD I. ROSEN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SYLVIA REUBEN</td>
<td>MAX ROSEN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRACE BRENNER</td>
<td>FANNIE ROSEN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHARLOTTE FREEDMAN</td>
<td>CHARLES I. BARSH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RUTH MORRISON</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GARY, ELLEN, ALYSSA &amp; MAX REUBEN</td>
<td>MARTIN BERGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in memory of</td>
<td>MARIAN (“MOTZI”) BERGER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JULES FORSTEIN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOLLY MELATEN FORSTEIN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDITH SARVETNICK RIESENBACH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRED RIESENBACH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHARON &amp; SOPHIE RITT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in memory of</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STEPHEN A. RITT JR.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARRY COHEN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHYLLIS COHEN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WILLIAM COHEN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DORIS REINS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOE COHEN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESTHER COHEN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BURT COHEN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHYLLIS HURWITZ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MICHAEL COHEN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAMMY &amp; HUNT ROBERTS, HANNAH &amp; HARRIS</td>
<td>HERBERT ABRAMS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in memory of</td>
<td>JACQUELINE ALTMAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>JAY ROBERTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MARION ROBERTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>JAY STONE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AL WEISS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BERNICE &amp; ALAN REUBEN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in memory of</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARRY GOLDBERG</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROSE G. REUBEN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAMUEL REUBEN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SYLVIA REUBEN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRACE BRENNER</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHARLOTTE FREEDMAN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RUTH MORRISON</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LARRY &amp; IRIS ROSENBERG</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in memory of</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARTIN BERGE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARIAN (“MOTZI”) BERGER</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOWARD ROSENBALT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in memory of</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISRAEL ROSENBALT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESTHER A. ROSENBALT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOEL ROSENBALT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALAN PAILET</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SARAH ROSENBALT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABRAHAM ROSENBALT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SARAH SAPORSNICK</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABRAHAM SAPORSNICK</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KAREN G. ASCHER</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BETTIE ROSENBALT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in memory of</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIMON ROSENBALT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESTHER BRODSKY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABRAHAM LANDER</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EVA LANDER</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MORRIS LANDER</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABRAHAM ROSENBALT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAROLD ROSENBALT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZIPPE ROSENBALT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In Loving Memory

Jerry Rosenblum
in memory of
Marcia R. Taylor
Paul A. Rosenblum
Arnon Taylor
Ruth Taylor

Jill & Norman Rosenblum
in memory of
David Komins
Hedda Komins
Harry Rosenblum
Ray Rosenblum

David Roth
in memory of
Leo Roth
HeLEN Roth

Jon, Lori, Sara & Molly Rothschild
in memory of
Andrew Rothschild
Rhona Rothschild
Robert M. Rothschild

Gladyce F. & Arlene B. Rubin & Family
in memory of
Dr. Frank H. Rubin
Anna R. Feldscher
William I. Feldscher
Dorothy Bell Goldshear
Morris Rubin
Sarah Rubin
Warren Blumberg
Donald G. Feldscher

Marcia & Ron Rubin
in memory of
E. Matthew Miller
Harry J. Miller
Jean Miller
Dorothy S. Rubin
Frank Rubin
Ida Rubin
Richard I. Rubin
Sam Berlin
Sally Berlin

Mark, Susan, Evan & Katie Rubin
in memory of
Seymore Rubin
Helen Anne Rubin
Martin Hirsch
Sylvia Krakovitz
Samuel Krakovitz
Max Rubin
Kate Rubin

Francyn Sacks & Gerald Escovitz
in memory of
Estelle (Sis) & Arthur Elion
Estelle (Honey) Langman
Ruth Stein

Michael, Dana, Adam, Daniel & Jonathan Saewitz
in memory of
Abe Saewitz
Ruth Saewitz
Freda Rosenthal
Hy Karasik
Shirley Karasik

Diane & Robert Salvin
in memory of
Daniel Broder
Pearl Broder
Gerald Salvin
Jean Salvin
Isadore Sloan
Sarah Sloan
Israel Broder
Ida Broder
Minnie Shandelman Bennett
Pearl Kwiat
Jack Kwiat
Morris Shandelman

Simon & Lynne Saionz & Family
in memory of
Moritz Saionz
Gela Jean Saionz
Avraham Saionz
Alta Ruchel Saionz
Sarah Leah Saionz
Akivah Saionz
Paul Saionz
Linda Saionz
Bela Saionz Shay
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In Loving Memory

Simon & Lynne Saionz & Family
(Continued)

ARNOLD SHAY
ABRAHAM WOLF
CHARLES CHAIM WOLF
MANIA MALKA WOLF
SHIMON TSVEI RYDELNIK
RUCHEL LEAH RYDELNIK
JOLEK RYDELNIK
TSESHA RYDELNIK
MILTON RYDELL
GOLDENE RYDELL
ISADORE GUTMAN
HANKA GUTMAN
LOUISA GOODMAN SNITZ LEVIN
STANLEY MARK GOODMAN
ALBERT BENJAMIN GERBER
RHONA CHARLOTTE GERBER
PAUL GERBER
JACOB GERBER
JENNIE GERBER
JOHN POSNER
BESS POSNER
MAURY RYDELL

Dan, Cindy, Vered & Rayna Saltzman
in memory of
CAROL SALZMAN

Howard & Marge Sandler
in memory of
LOUIS ALPERIN
ANNE ALPERIN
ABRAHAM SANDLER
HILDA SANDLER
STEPHANIE NAGEL

Lisa, Brad, Devon & Aiden Sandler
in memory of
KAREN ZUCKER
FANNIE ZUCKER
MORRIS ZUCKER
ARONA ROSENBAUM
ARTHUR ROSENBAUM
DOROTHY BACHIN
BARNETT BACHIN
BERTHA SANDLER
MEYER SANDLER
SHELDY SANDLER

Murray & Violet Sandler
in memory of
MORRIS NEMEZ
FANNIE NEMEZ
JOSEPH SANDLER
LILLIAN SANDLER
ROSE GERSON
IDA MICHAEL
DAVID SANDLER
ALBERT NEMEZ
JEANETTE GRABOYES

Robert & Dahlia Sataloff
in memory of
RUTH SATALOFF
POLA MISHELL
WILLIAM MISHELL
JOSEPH SATALOFF
BETTY BRAZGO

Michael Schaeffer, Melinda Shorr, Hannah & Madelyn
in memory of
SYLVIA SCHAEFFER
EDWARD SCHAEFFER
SANFORD S. SHORR
FLORA SHORR

Jonathan & Amy Schiffman
in memory of
JACOB SCHIFFMAN
HANNAH SCHIFFMAN
EDGAR ROSE
IRENE ROSE
LAWRENCE ROSE
JUDITH HOLLAENDER

Martin & Nancy Schiller
in memory of
ALBERT SCHILLER
LAURA SCHILLER
PHYLLIS SCHILLER
SAMUEL SOKOL
LILLIAN SOKOL

Alan, Sharon, Elliot & Marta Schindler & Families
in memory of
ALVIN SCHINDLER
STANLEY SCHINDLER
MINNIE MUTSHNICK
In Loving Memory

The Schlesinger Family
in memory of
PHYLLIS DWORETSKY
BERNARD DWORETSKY
JACK FISHMAN
SANDRA SINGER
JESSE SCHLESINGER
LEONARD SCHLESINGER
JENNY JAFFE
MORRIS JAFFE
HERB LEVINE
LYNN SCHLESINGER
STANLEY SINGER

Marcia & Peter Schulman
in memory of
JULIA LEVY
RICHARD LEVY
FLORENCE SCHULMAN
HAROLD SCHULMAN

Betty Schwartz & Son, Paul Schwartz
in memory of
ALLAN SCHWARTZ
ANNA SCHWARTZ
SIMON PASTER
IDA GOLDMAN
SIMON GOLDMAN
TERESA PASTER
SAMUEL PASTER

Earl Schneider & Family
in memory of
JEAN Y. SCHNEIDER
JEAN FEIN SCHNEIDER
JACK SCHNEIDER
IRENE KATZ
SARAH FISHMAN
HARRY FISHMAN
RUTH LIPSET
SARAH FEIN
MORRIS FEIN

Mark & Beverly Schwartz
in memory of
SYLVIA GREENE
LEONARD GREENE
JEFFREY GREENE
BELLA FRANTZ
ROSA LIND SCHWARTZ
ETHEL LONDON
WALTER SCHWARTZ
RONALD GREENE

Claude, Trish, Elizabeth, Noah & Margo Schoenberg
in memory of
MAURICE SCHOENBERG
JEANETTE SCHOENBERG
DOROTHY SCHOENBERG
BERTHOLD HILBERGER
ELISABETH HILBERGER
ERNST HILBERGER
MARGOT HILBERGER
EVA WARFEL
ISAC SCHOENBERG
WILLIAM ROMANO
ROSEENE BLEACHER

Rona Schwartz
in memory of
ALBERT SCHWARTZ
EVELYN SCHWARTZ
ROSE SCHWARTZ
DAVID SCHWARTZ
LOU STRAUSSL
ROSE STRAUSSL
ALAN SLOTT
STANTON SLOTT
MERYL ZUCKERMAN

Millie & Floyd Schoenberg & Family
in memory of
ALBERT & FAY BLACKMAN
DANIEL MCCONNELL
JULES & BELLE SCHOENBERG
STANLEY SCHOENBERG

Susan & Jeffrey Schwartz & Family
in memory of
ALBERT GREEN
ALVIN SCHWARTZ
JANET SCHWARTZ

Beth, Michael, Maddy, Ben, & Abi Schonberger
in memory of
ANDREW SCHONBERGER
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In Loving Memory

Phyllis & Sheldon Seligsohn
in memory of
SOPHY COHEN
EDWARD I. SELIGSOHN
BETTY SELIGSOHN
ABE COHEN

Barbara Shanefield & Family
in memory of
IRVING Shanefield
ANNA Shanefield
BARNEY Shanefield
MIRIAM S. BECKMAN
ALLEN J. BECKMAN
HANNAH FELLERMAN SCHIFF
SAMUEL FELLERMAN
BOB FELLERMAN
GLORIA FELLERMAN
HELEN ORENS
MARCI ORENS
JEAN SCHNEIDER

Mel Shralow & Family
in memory of
RHODA R. SHRALOW
GEORGE SHRALOW
DORA SHRALOW
PAUL SHRALOW
WILLIAM GORDON
LENA GORDON
NETTIE G. SHRALOW
SONDRA S. ROSENBLUM
KAREN ROSENBLUM
DAVID ROBIN
JENNY ROBIN
MORRIS ROBIN
CELYA N. ROBIN
WILLIAM NATHANSON
SOPHIE NATHANSON
MARTIN NATHANSON
IRV WURZEL
GIL NEWMAN

Hermine & Larry Shusterman & Family
in memory of
SHARON ASNIS
TED ASNIS
LILLIAN SHARPS
FRANK SHARPS
SARA LIVINGSTONE
TED LIVINGSTONE

Diane Bernoff Sher, Harry J. Sher, Elizabeth M. Sher & Jonathan B. Sher
in memory of
JULIAN BERNOF
LEO SHER
BERNICE SHER

Melanie, Lewis, Jason & Alexandra Sharps
in memory of
SHARON ASNIS
TED ASNIS
LILLIAN SHARPS
FRANK SHARPS
SARA LIVINGSTONE
TED LIVINGSTONE

The Shore Family
in memory of
STEVEN R. SHORE

Anita Sigal & Family
in memory of
THEODORE SIGAL
BERTHA & HARRY LUNDY
JENNIE & SAMUEL SIGAL
IDA & ABRAHAM LUNDY
RUTH LUNDY HARRIS
HARRY SIGAL
LEONARD SIGAL

Alex & Lauri Siegel
in memory of
MIRIAM SIEGEL
NATHAN SIEGEL
JEFFREY SIEGEL
**IN LOVING MEMORY**

**Louis B. Silk & Family**
*In memory of*
- DR. RAYMOND E. SILK
- SHIRLEY B. SILK

**Sandra Silver, Evelyn Perloff & Family**
*In memory of*
- JOSEPH SILVER
- FRANCES SILVER
- ROBERT POLLACK
- MARILYN POLLACK
- EUGENE PERLOFF

**Sylvia Silverman**
*In memory of*
- ABRAHAM SILVERMAN
- BERTHA SILVERMAN
- WILLIAM SILVERMAN
- LOIS SILVERMAN
- MINNIE MESTEL
- MORRIS MESTEL

**Marjorie, Matthew & Howard Silverman**
*In memory of*
- ALLAN SILVERMAN
- AVERY SILVERMAN
- SOPHIA SILVERMAN
- SYLVIA ABRAMSON

**The Davis / Simmons Family**
*In memory of*
- LEONARD B. SIMMONS
- NAOMI DAVIS

**Alice & Andrew Simon**
*In memory of*
- LILYAN SIMON
- MILTON F. SIMON
- ADELINE G. TELL
- DR. BERNARD TELL

**Gail Mosler Singer & Dan Singer**
*In memory of*
- LILLIAN BRATMAN
- SAMUEL BRATMAN
- ESTHER MOSLER GLAUSER
- JULIUS GLAUSER
- SUSAN ETHEL MANN
- ALBERT G. MOSLER
- CELIA MOSLER
- GEORGE LOUIS MOSLER
- HERMAN B. MOSLER
- BURTON SINGER
- MAE SINGER
- SOL SINGER

**Rebecca, Robert & Jeremy Smolen**
*In memory of*
- HERMANN ROSENBERGER II
- EVA SUSSMAN
- IRVING SUSSMAN
- NORMAN A. MOLEN
- DIANE H. MOLEN

**Mark, Susan, Alexis, Samantha & Nicole Snyder**
*In memory of*
- ROZ SNYDER
- ALEX OBERLENDER

**Cheryl & Joseph Soffer & William Forman**
*In memory of*
- HERMINE SOFFER
- GEORGE SOFFER
- MYRA FORMAN

**Jill & Joe Spiegel**
*In memory of*
- ANNE SPIEGEL
- HENRY SPIEGEL
- MELVIN STEINSLOFER
- WILLIAM ALTHOUSEN

**Lisa & Alex Spector**
*In memory of*
- MARTA & ISRAEL SPECTOR
- TANIA & LEON SHMUKLER
- ZEEV SPECTOR
- ZEEV SHENKMAN
IN LOVING MEMORY

Carol & Jerry Stein
in memory of
George J. Stein
Ida G. Stein
Reba Stern
Nathan Stern
Dr. Samuel C. Stein
Samuel J. Goldberg
Stuart M. Stein
Anna Stein
Harrriet Eisenberg
Hyman Stein

Gerald & Lynn Stein
in memory of
Sara Friedman
Harry Friedman
Ethel Kalnick
David Kalnick
Eli Friedman
Louis Garber

Morris Steinberg
in memory of
Ruth Steinberg
Sarah Eeds
Ida Goldstein
Frances Rittenberg
Isadore & Dinah Segall
Harry Segall
Martin Segall
Rose Segall
Myer Segall
Nathan & Anna Steinberg

The Steinberg Family
in memory of
Judy Miller
Myron “Mike” Miller
Hermina & Louis Feinberg

Rona & Brian Steiner
in memory of
Martin & Mildred Steiner
Morris & Minerva Horowitz

The Steinman Family
in memory of
Minnie Herman
Morris Herman
Geraldine Herman
Patricia Herman
Armin Brackl

The Steinman Family (Continued)
Katherine Brackl Ehrman
Kay Steinman
Harold Steinman
Sam Steinman
Rose Steinman
Simon Spira
Esther Flecker

Linda & Murray Stempel & Family
in memory of
Daniel M. Tabas
Murray Stempel, Jr.

Susan & Richard Stone
in memory of
Martin Birenbaum
Ralph Kohn
Elliot Stone
Selma Stone
Freda Block
Joseph Block
Fannie Birenbaum
Abe Birenbaum
Esther Weiss
Harry Weiss
Frances Stone
Morris Stone
Baby Boy Jacobs

Susan, Paul, Bobby & Julie Svigals
in memory of
Robert Wolfe Tepper
Robert Elliot Svilgas, MD
Lillian Brown
Sylvia Abramson
Milton Friedman, MD
Charles Tannenbaum
Junius Abramson

Evelyn Rome Tabas
in memory of
Daniel M. Tabas
Samuel Tabas
Rabbi Dr. Sigmund J. Rome
Bluma Rome
Frances Pearl Tabas
Esther Tabas
Charles L. Tabas
In Loving Memory

The Taichman Family

in memory of

LESLIE ALISON TAICHMAN
KOPPY TAICHMAN
FRANCES TAICHMAN
LOUIS TAICHMAN
HARRY SHEFFER
MIRIAM SHEFFER
BELLA EISENBERG
JENDA TAICHMAN

Hedy Teppler

in memory of

MARILYN TEPPLER HIRSCH
ALBERT A. TEPPLER
LIONEL WEISER

Ira, Wendy, Jennifer & Sara Thal

in memory of

RHODA HIMOWITZ
JENNY ROBINSON
FLORENCE SOKOLOFF
ARLENE YENTIS THAL
HARRY THAL
Mervyn HARRY THAL
ABE YENTIS
SARA YENTIS
SHARON THAL MATASAR

Joanne Lippert & Richard, Jessica, Max & Sophie Titlebaum

in memory of

Jules Lippert

Joel, Pamela, Aaron, Zachary Tocker

in memory of

MYRA TOCKER
CHARLES FEIGENBAUM
CHARLOTTE FEIGENBAUM

Evelyn Toff & Family

in memory of

FRED TOFF
JULIUS L. & SADIE GROSS
MILDRED LERNER
DR. SIDNEY GROSS
MILTON & SUZANNE GROSS
HERMAN & BETTY TOFF
PHILMORE & ETTA STEINBERG

Phyllis & Herbert D. Victor

in memory of

BETH VICTOR
FAY FORD
HENRY FORD
DORA VICTOR
MAYER VICTOR
ROSE & JOSEPH KLINGER
MILDRED DORFMAN
IDA NEWMAN
MOSES OLSWANG

The Unterberger Family

in memory of

GLENN UNTERBERGER
ELLIOT UNTERBERGER
SURAY UNTERBERGER
MICHAEL N. WEISS
STANLEY WEISS

Mark Victor

in memory of

BETH L. VICTOR
MORTON L. COMROE
HENRY FORD
FAY FORD
SAM KRAVITZ
ROSE KRAVITZ
CAROL HORWITZ

The Tulin Family

in memory of

JOSEPHINE JESSAR TULIN
MORRIS TULIN
LEON PASSEL
TOBY PASSEL
LOUIS TULIN
ANNA TULIN
GUSSIE BEERMAN
JACOB BEERMAN
REBECCA BEERMAN

Mrs. Joyce S. Triester

in memory of

S. LEWIS TRIESTER
ARTHUR M. & LILLIAN SILBERMAN
HARRY I. & SOPHIE TRIESTER
MORTON BERG
**IN LOVING MEMORY**

**Scott Victor & Family**
*in memory of*
- BETH VICTOR
- FAY & HENRY FORD
- DORA & MEYER VICTOR

**Diane & Michael Wachs**
*in memory of*
- KARL J. KAUFMAN
- LEAH KAUFMAN
- MORTON WACHS

**Annette Wagner & Family**
*in memory of*
- JOSEPH WAGNER
- MAURICE SCHMERLING
- PAULINE SCHMERLING

**Susan & Bill Wankoff and Jennifer Wankoff**
*in memory of*
- ESTHER M. BERKOWITZ
- LOUIS BERKOWITZ
- MILTON K. BERKOWITZ
- MAX ADELSBERG
- IRVIN WANKOF
- EVELYN WANKOFF
- BARBARA HOLLANDER
- MARCIA MANIN

**Joshua Warmund & Amanda Goldberg**
*in memory of*
- RUTH GOLDBERG
- JOSEPH WARMUND
- ILSA WARMUND
- MARIGOLD GELFAND
- BENNIE GELFAND
- SYBIL GOLDBERG
- DAVID GOLDBERG
- FRED A SALMON
- HENRY SALMON

**The Weber Family**
*in memory of*
- BEN MARGED
- MARTIN WEBER
- MURRAY SUSSMAN
- SHARON YOUCHA

**Pauline & Jake Weiner**
*in memory of*
- RUBIN WEINER
- DENE WEINER
- SAMUEL WEINER
- ABRAHAM WEINER
- MORRIS WEINER
- ISAAC STEINMAN
- YETTA STEINMAN
- ABE STEINMAN
- GLADYS STEINMAN
- PHILIP STEINMAN
- MARYLYN STEINMAN
- SHIRLEY ZEITZ
- KEN ZEITZ

**Scott Messer, Evelyn, Howard & David Weinstock & Family**
*in memory of*
- DIANE & MANUEL WEINSTOCK
- JACK WOLF
- ROSE & HERMAN WOLF
- CELIA & ISADORE WEINSTOCK
- MURRAY WOLF
- BEA DRIZIN
- DORIS & SID FLEISHMAN

**Susan & Stanley Weintraub & Family**
*in memory of*
- SIDNEY ROBERT PASTER
- FRANCES BERD PASTER
- CECILIA PASTER
- GEORGE PASTER
- GLADYS NITZBERG
- RUTH WEINTRAUB
- CHARLES WEINTRAUB
- TILLIE HUTCHNEKER
- LOUIS HUTCHNEKER
- LOUIS BERD
- REBA BERD
- FLO FAGGEN
In Loving Memory

Richard Weisbrot & Barbara Greenspan Shaiman
in memory of
JUDY WEISBROT
DEAN WEISBROT
FRANCES WEISBROT
SOLOMON WEISBROT
DANIEL EISENBUD
S. LAURENCE SHAHMAN
SHIRA SHAHMAN
CAROLA GREENSPAN
HENRY GREENSPAN
GOLD GREENSPAN

Robin, Barry & Ari Wilen
in memory of
STEPHEN FRANTZ
MARION WILEN
BERNARD WILEN
TILLIE FELDSTEIN

VICTORIA P. WERTH & KEVIN JON WILLIAMS
in memory of
GLORIA RUTH WERTH
MICHAEL WOLF WERTH
ANNE L. WILLIAMS
FERD ELTON WILLIAMS

Robert Weiss
in memory of
IRWIN WEISS
LOUIS BAYLSON
YETTA BAYLSON
JACOB WEISS
JEANNE B. WEISS
JENNIE WEISS
HAROLD WEISS
IDA SEGALL
BERTHA ROSEN

Steven & Ellen Wolf
in memory of
MAX WOLF
ROSALIE WOLF
SYLVIA SCHEINOFF

Dava & Rabbi Eric Yanoff, Aiden, Ezra, Avi & Anael
in memory of
ZAHAVA AND ORLI YANOFF
LEE LINDER
RITA MARON
WYNN MARON
IRVING WIENER
LEAH WIENER
ERIC WIENER
STANLEY KLEIMAN

Jill, Eric, Margot & Zachary Weitz
in memory of
MARTIN CORBMAN
LEONA CORBMAN
HARRY GARFINKLE
MILDRED GARFINKLE
MARVIN GARFINKLE
MERYVN FISCHMAN
DOROTHY FISCHMAN
ETHEL WEITZ
CHARLES WEITZ
STEPHEN WEITZ

Michael & Rhonda Yanoff & Family
in memory of
ZAHAVA AND ORLI YANOFF
LEE LINDER
FRANK & MAE ELSTER
MORRIS & JENNIE LINDER
GILBERT & HELEN YANOVITZ
SAMUEL ELSTER

The Weitz Family
in memory of
DANIEL BETTINGER
SOLOMON SHAPIRO
MURRAY WEITZ
ANNE WEITZ
EUGENE M. WEITZ
HARRY LOWITZ
RUTH LOWITZ
LINDA BETTINGER BERGER
ABRAHAM BERGER

Judy Yellin
in memory of
AVSHALOM YELLIN
SYDNEY HIMELL
ANNE HIMELL
INA LORBER
IN LOVING MEMORY

ZAREMBA FAMILY

in memory of

ETHEL & MORRIS ZAREMBA
PETER LEVENTHAL
PAULINE & AL KAPLAN
SARA & JOE ZAREMBA
ANNA & SAM SPATZ

HARRIS ZEBROWITZ & RACHEL
FITOUSSI

in memory of

STANLEY ZEBROWITZ
JACOB FITOUSSI
MURIEL ZEBROWITZ
EDITH ZEBROWITZ
ESTHER PERLIN

SONIE BRUSKIN ZEBROWITZ

in memory of

STANLEY ZEBROWITZ
ELMER AARON
DOROTHEA AARON
NEAL AARON
DR. MARTIN OROVITZ
ARLINE OROVITZ

ROB & MARLA ZIPKIN

in memory of

CHARLES ZIPKIN
SYLVIA ZIPKIN
SAMUEL KAMINSKY
FLORENCE M. HODOSH
ANNA LIPPENHOLZ
MORRIS LIPPENHOLZ
JOSEPH LIPPENHOLZ
RUTH LIPPENHOLZ
STEPHAN PAUL LIPPENHOLZ
FRANK ZIPKIN
MARTHA ZIPKIN
SUSAN GRAN

ZITIN FAMILY

in memory of

ARNOLD ZITIN
ABRAHAM & ANNA ZITIN
BERNARD ZITIN
ELEANOR ZITIN
GAIL ZITIN
MORRIS & BARUCHA ZITIN
MARTIN, LILLIAN & LYNN SALIGMAN

ZITIN FAMILY (CONTINUED)

JOANN ZITIN
CHARLES & IDA SICHEL
LYNNE ZITIN
SIDNEY SICHEL
RITA SALIGMAN COOPER
LEAH ZITIN
MERTON ZITIN
BRANDON ZITIN

BENJAMIN ZUCKERMAN & FAMILY

in memory of

MERYL ZUCKERMAN
LEON ZUCKERMAN
FLORENCE ZUCKERMAN
LINDA PONNOCK
MAE HIRSH
PHILIP HIRSH

KAREN & ALAN ZWEBEN

in memory of

PEARL FRUMKIN
MURRAY FRUMKIN
RUTH ZWEBEN
MAX ZWEBEN

37